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WITH 4 Di fferent 

LETTERIN 

INC. 

* es 45TH STREET Requires NO 
EW YORK I7, NY © Hoses @ Cords 

MU 2-2346 © Compressors 

CO, Cartridge 
Provides 1000 
Lbs. Pressure! 
Nozzle Adjusts 
From Mist to 

Stream 

Handy and safe Becker Home Spray Gun 
pe Puce the dag gives you excellent results. Perfect for 

paints, varnish, insecticides, etc. Spray your 
to 5O Luss ? outside furniture, fences, gardens, etc. and 

eliminate messy hands and brushes. Get 
Becker Spray Gun today. Send $19.95 by 
check or M. O. to Dept. 565-J. Shipped ppd. 

PS. Worl t bach 10-Day Money Back Guarantee! 

50M, Guo? BUTS TTT ery 
F KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

A CREATIVE-CUSTOM SERVICE...UNIQUE IN 
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WITH Pe Di fferent 

Requires NO 

© Hoses @ Cords 
© Compressors 

CO, Cartridge 
Provides 1000 
Lbs. Pressure! 
Nozzle Adjusts 
From Mist to 

Stream 

Handy and safe Becker Home Spray Gun 
gives you excellent results. Perfect for 
paints, varnish, insecticides, etc. Spray your 
outside furniture, fences, gardens, etc. and 
eliminate messy hands and brushes. Get 
Becker Spray Gun today. Send $19.95 by 
check or M. O. to Dept. 565-J. Shipped ppd. 
10-Day Money Back Guarantee! 

SULLIVAN-BECKER CO. 
KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

iTS FIELO SINCE i936 

IT’S ELEMENTARY 

. yes, it’s elementary 
for smart art directors to 

call on Paste-Ups Unlimited 
for mechanicals that are clean, 

accurate, and delivered on time. 
The solution to your 

problem is COlumbus 5-8688 
. eh, Watson? 

TONI 

O00 WEST 58th STREET e CO 5-8688 

Ar: Direction / May 1956 
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...A WORKING MAN-A THINKER-A PERFECTIONIST. 

Eye compelling techniques can’t over- 

shadow Del’s knowledge of the basic grace 

and design in the human figure. His con- 

tinual search for new methods plus a natural 

inventiveness gives his work an especially 

appealing freshness. 

WATCH THIS MAN! 

1006 OLIVE ST.* ST. LOUIS 1, MO.* GARFIELD 1-0932 
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your tone of voice... 

does it fit the product? 

There is a growing opportunity for increased use of con- 
temporary design in advertising and promotional literature. 
The reason for this is based on economics, not pure esthetics. 

More and more products are being designed and styled 
so that their eye appeal will clinch a sale. This is obvious 
in such fields as automobiles, furniture and appliances. It 
is becoming increasingly true of many other products. 

The manufacturer is fully aware that the design of his 
product affects sales. More and more advertisers are con- 
cerned with package design too...as surveys point to the 
effectiveness of new package designs moving merchandise 
off shelves. The distilleries, for example, have become de- 
canter conscious and cigar and cigarette companies are 

redesigning their packs and boxes. 

The visual communication problem is, in part, to make 
the package have the same eye appeal, speak in the same 
tone of voice as the product. It is logical that the next step 
be to bring to the advertising and promotional literature 

the same visual expression and appeal that characterizes the 
product. Current examples of this thinking include the 
Charles of the Ritz and I. Miller campaigns, Olivetti ads 
and Dunbar and Knoll-Drake furniture campaigns. 

If the advertiser believes a contemporary design of his 
product will help sell it, then he basically believes that his 
market, his audience, will understand and buy contempo- 
rary design. If he is right in this, he should consider that 
the same audience that appreciates his product design would 
appreciate similar visual treatment in the sales message for it. 

Those art directors, designers and artists who believe in 
1e communication effectiveness of contemporary design 

might do well to encourage their clients to use more of it 

in their advertising by suggesting that the ads be permitted 
) speak in the same tone of voice as the product itself. An 

ad with an illustration of a well-designed product set into a 
routine format is only half capturing the spirit of the prod- 

t, the spirit that builds appeal and sales and establishes a 
long range product and company image. * 

Direction, published monthly by Advertising Trade Publications Inc., 43 E. 49 St., New 
k 17, N. Y. Plaza 9-7722, Subscription price $3.00 per year; $5.00 for two years; $3.50 a 
r for Canada and $5.00 for other countries. Back issues 45¢ per copy. Publisher assumes no 
ponsibility for manuscripts or artwork submitted. Entered as second-class matter at the 
t office at New York, N. Y. 

ART DIRECTIONS 
The style is the sizzle 
Idea market 

ART/DESIGN PACESETTERS 
AIGA Printing for Commerce Show 
Type Directors Club Awards 
LNA Awards Competition 
Seattle's AD Exhibit 

UPCOMERS 
Richard A. Martin 
Robert Jones 

RESEARCH & THE AD 
Retail ads sell the whole store 

PRODUCTION BULLETIN 

NEWS & VIEWS 
Business Briefs 
Coming Events 
Letters 
Cover Designer 
What's New 
News 
In Chicago 
In Philadelphia 

TRADE TALK 

SERVICES 
Booknotes 
Bookshelf 
Ready Reference, Classified 

Publisher: Don Sarron Editor: Edward Gottschall 
Designer: Ken Saco ° Advertising: Morton Bryer 
Ass‘t Designer: Walt Hudson °* Circulation: Mildred Brown 

ASSOCIATE EDITORS: Atlanta, Boron Roberts; Baltimore, DeWitt 
Battams; Boston, Mark Kelley; Chicago, Len Rubenstein; Cincinnati, 
Edgar Steinov; Cleveland, King D. Beach; Detroit, Howard Johnson; 
Kansas City, Ha! Sondy; Los Angeles, Martie Wright; Miami, J. 
Oren Frost; Milwaukee, Everett Edelman; Minneapolis, Jay Peterson; 
Montreal, Albert Cloutier; Nashville, James Patterson; New York, 
Edward R. Wade; Philadelphia, W. Frederic Clark; Pittsburgh, Wm. E. 
Pensyl; Rochester, Ric Rylands; San Francisco, Wallace L. Sommers; 
Seattle, Lloyd Pierce; Toronto, Leslie Trevor; Washington, D. C., 
Danie! B. Hasson. 

NSAD OFFICERS: Roy W. Tillotson, New York, Presidont; Robert Bach, 
San Francisco, Vice President; Albert Cloutier, Montreal, Vice President; 
Cecil Baumgarten, New York, Secretary-Treasurer. NSAD Headquarters: 
115 E. 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y. Phone: "MUrray Hil! 5-4340. 

WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: H. L. Mitchell & Associates, 3087 
Saturn Ave., Huntington Park, Cal. Phone: Ludiow 5-4668. 





TED LODIGENSKY, originally a native of France, lived for 
a time in Switzerland and later in Belgium. He came to 
America in 1948. Ted is by education and training a fine 
artist who paints, during his free time, semi-abstract 
pictures that are of award-winning calibre. His hobby is 
photography and he shoots innumerable pictures of cars in 
varying atmospberic conditions which he uses as reference 
in bis work. Ted is married, the father of toddlers, a 
daughter and son. 

He Probes Future Possibilities... 

Bringing with him, into advertising, an excellent fine art 

background, Ted Lodigensky contributes an exciting new 

visual sensation to automotive illustration. 

This unique quality of his work has, in an incredibly short 

time, made him an extraordinary illustrator. 

Ted maintains that there are creative possibilities in automotive 

d art to bewilder the imagination. And with bis rare ability to 

handle form and texture, those art directors who know and 

respect him are sure he'll prove his contention. 

Here, again, is another accomplished artist, proof indeed that 

McNamara Brothers, Inc. is dedicated to the policy of 

bringing fresh and stimulating new talent to their clients. 

For additional information, call our representative. 

McNAMARA BROTHERS, INC. 

38th Floor, Penobscot Building * Detroit 26, Michigan 

WOodward 1-9190 

Largest Supplier of Art to the Automotive Industry 



Fortune 

VENUS EXTENDED 

Fiellenic Wide 

QUALITY 

An unbeatable combination, FORTUNE, VENUS and 

HELLENIC WIDE inspire the confidence that comes only 

with quality. The quality of Bauer is assured—for more 

than 100 years known the world over for the manu- 

facturing of fine types. 
B T 

For complete specimens calk your nearest 
Bauer Type dealer or write on your letterhead to: 

BAUER ALPHABETS, INC. 
235 East 45th Street * New York 17, New York, VAnderbilt 6-1263 

Set in Fortune, Venus Extended and Hellenic Wide 35656 

for Dye Transfers 

. +» that sing — for service 

as you've dreamed of it — 

for prices that make 

your budget smile -— 

Jack Horner Color Labs 

23-03 45 Rd., L.1.C, ST 4-5109 

business briefs 

“Heady stuff’ says Business Week as it loc 
at current economic signposts. Co :- 
sumer spending plans indicate high ra.e 
of spending for 1956; plant and equi - 
ment expenditures are expected to mn 
22% ahead of '55; home building 
due for a rise and so is governme 
spending. 

- 7 

Net of all this is belief that we are headi 
into a new boom, a boom on the boo. 
There are short term problems th t 
could cause some trouble . . . possibili*y 
of inflation, tight credit situation, the 
consumer’s need for money plus his in- 
creased indebtedness. But most econo. 
mists are betting on a boom, short run 
and long run. 

Increase in business failures is a problem. 
Production and distribution costs are 
rising yet competition is keeping retail 
prices relatively level. Consequently 
marginal companies are feeling the 
pinch. 

. 

Where does this leave advertising and 
advertising art? The recent and now 
almost forgotten recession showed many 
advertisers how vital advertising was in 
building sales. All present indications 
are that advertising will strongly gain 
this year, especially due to heavy com- 
petition in many items. 

Not only the large ad volume, but the kind 
of ad thinking is likely to keep boosting 
ad art billings too. Slowly but surely 
more agencies and companies are em- 
phasizing “visual impact” and “estab- 
lishment of an image” in their ads and 
promotional pieces. 

As has often been pointed out in these 
columns all this ad and ad art prosp¢r- 
ity does not always spell increased b:'I- 
ings for any and every freelance or 
studio. The ever growing pie has °t- 
tracted many new talents to the fie! i, 
and many studio men have gone oc.it 
on their own, so the big pie is bei g 
cut in more slices all the time. The -1 
creased number of good artists, p! > 
tographers and designers in recc t 
years, plus the development of go d 
talent in many cities and regions >f 
the country is also a factor in keepi 1g 
many out of the big money the old-ti’ ‘¢ 
illustrator used to make. The grow 1g 
demand for talent is being met by a 
growing supply, the latter growing 1 
numbers and in diversity of location @ 



We keeb an Eagle eye 

oh your havithg fp benci/ 

... WITH THIS 

QUALITY CONTROL 

NUMBER 

Every Turquoise Drawing Pencil is true to 

grade, and we can prove it! 

The quality control number you see stamped 

on the back of your Turquoise tells us which Lead 

Lot it came from. Our records for that Lot show 

its whole “case history” —from the first formula- 

tion to the final tests for grade accuracy, point 

strength, smoothness, durability, blackness’ and 

opacity. 

That’s why you'll see the control number 

change, but never the quality! 

With such close control, we can vouch for 

every single Turquoise that leaves our plant (and 

they’re leaving by the millions!). With this con- 

trol, we can stabilize and hold every gain in Tur- 

quoise quality that we’ve made over the years. / 

For the finest drawing pencil you have ever / Wife Yor ree Sample 

known, try Turquoise . . . the one with the quality é in any grade you prefer, naming 

control number. / this magazine and your dealer, 

TURQUOISE 

DRAWING PENCILS AND LEADS 



to do a mechanical 

with type proofs 

were not aw 

RAPID 4-SQUARE PROOFS! 

All Rapid reproduction proofs are now 

SQUARED UP on a precision Line-Up 

Table before they are released . . . 

it’s our latest service innovation to make 

paste-up time for our customers 

a cinch instead of a chore! 

For still faster mounting — ypecify STIK-BACK PROOFS 

Bi canes srvies wees 5 
« 

And, where hand-lettering is called for, 

call for Rapid Film-Lettering— hundreds of 

styles at only $1.00 per word!... No minimum. 

(Send for free catalog) . 

RAPID TYPOGRAPHERS INC. 
305 EAST 46TH ST., N. Y. 17 > MURRAY HILL 8-2445 

A fully integrated 24-hour typography plant 
for advertising agencies, publishers, 
art studios and advertisers. 

Fi 

WE BEAT DEADLINES 

Whether you're thinking in terms 

of weeks or days or minutes -- our 

creative studio service can fit 

into your plan. 

MEACPSe = ae. Mn, a oe 

artists 

7'1' BOYLSTON STREET- BOSTON (6 MASSACHUSETTS 

coming events 

Through July 31 . . . Books produced from 
1450 to 1500. N.Y. Public Library, Room 322. 
9 AM-5S PM. 

May 8-24... Annual exhibition of San Fran- 
cisco Society of Artists and Art Directors. 

May 11-27. . . Exhibition, Art Directors Club 
of Mortreal at Montreal Museum of Fine 
Arts. Preview and banquet May 10. 

May 15-20 . . . National Federation of Adver- 
tising Agencies convention. Waldorf-Astoria 
Hotel, NYC. 

May 20-23 . . . National Industrial Advertisers 
Ass‘n., annual conference. Palmer House, 
Chicago. 

May 21-25 . . . seminar on newspaper design 
sponsored by Mergenthaler Linotype Co., 
conducted by Gilbert P. Farrar. Biltmore 
Hotel, NYC. 

June 4-8 .. . 35th Annual Exhibition of .the 
Art Directors Club of N. Y., Waldorf-Astoria, 
coincident with the First Annual Conference 
on Visual Communication. 

June 10-13 . . . Advertising Federation of 
America convention. Bellevue-Stratford Ho- 
tel, Philadelphia. 

June 20-22 . . . American Marketing Ass'n. 
convention. William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh. 

June 24-28 .. . Advertising Ass'n. of The West 
convention. Statler Hotel, Los Angeles. 

July 10-12 . . . Exhibitors Advisory Council 
clinic and exhibit. Morrison Hotel, Chicago. 

July 22-27 . . . Photographers’ Association of 
America, annual convention and trade show. 
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. 

Philadelphia Art Alliance (251 S. 18th St.) ... 
thru May 18, 50 paintings from 99th annual 
exhibition of American Watercolor Society; 
thru May 31, caseins by Benjamin Eisenstat; 
thru June 3, paintings and drawings by 
William Lee Freeland; May 21 thru June 17, 
“Art Goes to the Circus.” 

Museum of Modern Art, NYC ... thru June 
10, New Talent IX, artists who have not had 
major one-man shows in N.Y.; thru Aug. 5, 
Recent Drawings USA, exhibition and sale; 
May 23-Aug. 5, Kandinsky Murals; May 30- 
Sept. 9, American Painting and sculpture. 

Art Institute of Chicago .. . thru June 18, 
showing of needlework and textiles; indefi- 
nite schedule, Mohican Murals and Ancient 
Peruvian Art; permanent, 67 American and 
European miniature rooms. é* 

Change of Address. Please send an address 
stencil impression from a _ recent issue. 
Address changes can be made only if we 
have your old, as well as your new address. 
Art Direction, Circulation ofhce, 43 E. 49th 
St., NYC 17. 



A hot selling idea gets really hot when you handle it with Day-GLo! 

Sunbonded® Day-GLo colors are daylight fluorescent. They actually glow 

from within to give you up to four times the brightness of the brightest 

ordinary colors! Your advertising becomes magnetic, fresher, more powerful! 

Sunbonded Day-GLo colors stay bright, too! DAy-GLo painted bulletins 

last up to six months. DAy-GLO screen processed posters and displays last SUNBONDED® 

up to four moaths. For highest quality, insist on genuine Sunbonded Day- 

GLo*. Switzer Brothers, Inc., 4732 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland 15, Ohio. D AY ° G L o° 

*"Sunbonded”’ and ""DAY-GLO” are Registered Trade-Marks for daylight fluorescent color products manufactured by or under license from Switzer Brothers, Inc. 



a research study on 

what people can tell about a department store 

from its advertisements, 

every ad sells the store as a whole 

In our previous articles in Art Direc- 
tion we have stressed the importance 
for the Art Director of understanding 
the kind of symbolic communication he 
is creating through advertisements. We 
have spoken of how readers respond to 
advertising, take its content and de- 
duce, feel and guess about the brand or 
institution which is advertised. This 
time, we will summarize a particular re- 
search which illustrates how much 
women take from ads of a particular 
type—department store newspaper ads. 
We wished to find out how women 

would evaluate a store from seeing just 
a few—two or four—of its ads. To do 
this, we interviewed ads from sixteen 
stores in three independent, scattered 
communities. We interviewed women 
in the home town and distant from the 
community of the store, so that what 
the women told us would be based 
only on the ad, not on previous knowl- 
edge of the store. In all, 350 women 
were interviewed about ads for several 
stores. In addition, we interviewed 
women in each of the three communi- 
ties about the stores there, using the 
same questions and techniques. We are 
able, therefore, to compare the re- 
sponses of women who know the stores 
well, with women who know only a 
few ads. Our research covers a broad 
range of department store characteris- 
tics, and the dynamics of their ads; 
here we can only touch upon some of 
the most important aspects of the study 
for the Art Director and his concerns. 

We find a striking degree of agree- 
ment between the image of the stores 
in their own towns, and the image 
women build from either two or four 
ads. Both from their free comments in 
the interviews, and from comparing 

the results of rating scales, it is appar- 
ent that most of the time, women can 
build an image of a store from just a 
couple of ads which conforms quite 
closely to the image held by women 
who have known and shopped the 
stores all their lives. The bar chart be- 
low shows the overall degree of agree- 
ment between the image projected for 
the stores on a rating scale by women 
who saw the ads with the image preva- 
lent in the store’s community. (1.0 
would be complete agreement,—1.0 
complete disagreement.) 

L oO o o 
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More often than not, women who 
know the stores, and women who see 
its ads say essentially the same things 
about it. To be sure, the ad-viewers are 
not as sure of themselves, but their 

by Social Research, Inc. 

judgments seem to go in the same direc- 
tion. Homemakers seem to become 
quickly and easily involved in the ads, 
and develop the ad’s implications for 
the kind of a store portrayed rapidly 
and easily; they are not reticent, and 
our interviews are full and lively. From 
the total context of the ad women can 
deduce store characteristics in three ma- 
jor areas; (1) What is the social status 
of the store; high, middle or low? (2) 
What can a shopper expect of it in 
overall atmosphere, product quality, 
price, and personal treatment, and (3) 
How interestingly and fully the store 
fulfills its role. Within these broad cate- 
gories, she readily comes to conclusions 
about a wide range of particular charac- 
teristics; how big it is, in what part of 
town, what it might look like, what one 
might find in its windows and on dis- 
plays, its efficiency, its trustworthiness, 
its willingness to extend credit and ac- 
cept returned merchandise (very im- 
portant!), what kind of customers it 
usually has, how the salespeople will 
treat customers, the appropriateness of 
its styling, etc. 
On the basis of these guesses, deduc- 

tions and imaginings, the homemaker 
who looks at the ads usually comes to a 
very solid decision as to whether or not 
this store is for her, how well it fits 
with her conception of what a depart- 
ment store should be like. 

The ad, in other words, seems to con- 
dense onto one printed page many sig- 
nificant symbols of the personality of 
the store. In turn, it is a powerful and 
sharp symbol of the store itself—more 
often than not it is a faithful symbol. 
It is clear that most stores so design 
their ads—either consciously or uncon- 

(Continued on page 77 ) 



Important Facts 

for Art Directors 

1. Cartoon technique is the best way to get a message thor- 

oughly read. 2. Color comic book technique printing is the 

most economical way to produce any book. $3.Wm. C. 

Popper & Co. originated Comic-Books-For-Industry over 

twenty years ago and has Ied the field ever since. 4. We 

have the know-how and facilities for handling such books 

from originating the script right through to dealer imprints, 

packing and drop-shipping. §.We can guide you in the 

preparation of art, platemaking and production. 6.We 

offer top facilities and efficient service at lowest cost not 

alone because we are the world’s largest producers of Com- 

mercial Comic Books, but because we are printers—not an 

art studio taking an order now and then. 7, Printing is our 

business—Art is yours! 8.We have samples in our files of 

books in almost every category and will gladly send you a 

selection. Or, perhaps you’d like some in a special classifi- 

cation. 9.We’ll gladly send samples without obligation. 

Just a note on your letterhead will do. 10. If you have a 

current problem to solve, or want to be prepared when a 

client asks your opinion, just get our samples and mechanical 

specification sheets and KNOW the firm to whom to turn! 

Wa. C. Popper & Co. 

Color Printers Since 1893 

NEW YORK: 148 Lafayette St., Phone CAnal 6-4450, Teletype N.Y. 1-400 

OAK PARK, Illinois: 1039 Randolph St., Phone Village 8-2114 



You can rely on 

the experience, 

sound business 

methods, 

artistic taste and 

service delivered 

to their customers 

by any of the 

A.T.A. members 

For further information contact 

the member nearest you or 

Advertising Typographers 

Association 

of America, Inc. 

Executive Offices: 461 EIGHTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 1 

GLENN C. COMPTON, Executive Secretary 

Advertising Typographers 

Association 

of America, Inc. 

AKRON, O. 
The Akron Typesetting Co. 
ALBANY, N, Y. 
pope Corporation 
ATLANTA, G. 
Higgins- McArthur Company 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
The Maran Printing Co. 

The Berkeley Press 
Machine Composition Co. 
H. G. McMennamin 
BUFFALO, N, Y. 
Axel —_ = Typographic Service 
CHICAG 

. M. ~ Inc. 
Faithorn Corp. 

Hayes-Lochner, Inc. 
Runkle-Thompson- Kovats, Inc. 
Frederic Ryder Company 
CINCINNATI, O. 
The J. W. “4 Company 
CLEVELAN’ 
Bohme & “iiickmann, Inc. 
Schlick-Barner-Hayden, Inc. 
Skelly Typesetting Co., Inc. 
COLUMBUS, O. 
Yaeger Typesetting Co., Inc. 
DALLAS, TEX. . 
Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall, Inc. 
DAYTON, O. 
Dayton Typographic Service 
DENVER, COLO. 
The A. B. Hirschfeld Press 
DETROIT, MICH, 
Arnold-Powers, Inc. 
The Thomas P. Henry Co. 
Fred C. Morneau Co. 
George Willens & Co. 
INDIANAPOUS, IND. 
The Typographic Service Co., Inc. 
KALAMAZOO, MICH. 
Claire J. Mahoney 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
Arrow Press 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
Duragraph, Inc. 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Ad Service Company 
Advertising Agencies’ Service Co., Inc. 
Advertising Composition, Inc. 

Associated Typographers, Inc. 
Atlas ions hic | = Inc. 

Conpediion Service, Inc. 
Diamant 4 Typoqeapenc Ser Service, Inc. 
A. T. Edwards graphy, Inc, 
Empire State Craftsmen, Inc. 
Gongiic f Arts Typographers, | Inc. 
Huxley House 
Imperial Ad Service 
King Sypeenekic Service Corp. 
Linocraft Typographers, Inc. 
Master T: ~* peau 

Frederic Nelson Phillips, Inc. 
Royal T Typogsapher ‘. inc. 
° gtaphers, Inc. 
rede ewe Schmidr, Inc. 
= y Silverstein, Inc. 
Supreme Ad Service, Inc. 
Typ -Arts oe Se , 
1 ic mee. nc. 
the Typo graphic Service Co. 
The Typoen ee Typography, Inc. 
Kurt H. Volk 
NEWARK, N. i" 
Barton Press 
William Patrick Co., Inc. 
a gv PA. 

alter T. Armstrong, Inc. 
Ning 3. Jordan, Inc. 
Progressive Composition Co. 
Typographic _ Inc. 
PORTLAND, O 
Paul O. eas Typographer 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Warwick Typographers, Inc. 
SEATTLE, WASH. 
The Deers Press 
Frank McCaftiey’s 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
Syracuse Typesetting Co., Inc. 
TORONTO, CANADA 
Cooper & ‘Beatty Limited 
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How to help 

a young artist get ahead 

The next time a “young hopeful” 

asks your advice about 

a job or a raise... 

tell him to mail this coupon. 

Albert Dorne 

THE FAMOUS ARTISTS SCHOOLS of Westport, Conn., have 
helped many a young artist forge ahead. As you know, this 
is the school run by America’s 12 Most Famous Artists. 

So why not tell the next young artist who comes in and 
asks for advice to mail the coupon below. Jt will help him 
get ahead faster. 

| Norman Rockwell FAMOUS ARTISTS SCHOOLS 
Jon Whitcomb Studio 41-E, Westport, Conn. | Stevan Dohanos 

| Harold Von Schmidt Send me, without obligation, information about 
Peter Helck the courses you offer. | Fred Ludekens 
Al Parker a. . 
Ben Stahl + — ae 7 ge 

Robert Fawcett aaies ee 
| Austin Briggs Address 
| Dong Kingman 

Albert Dorne City Zone 

THE COMPLETE ART STUDIO 

381 FOURTH AVENUE-NEW YORK 16 

MUrray Hill 6-5740 
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ARTIST AGENT representing... 

NORMAN BAER FRED HOERTZ NED SEIDLER 
JAMES ESPINOSA LEN OEHMEN ART SUSSMAN 
AL FATICA ARNE PETERSON ED SWEET 
JOHN HAMMER CHARLES RICHMOND SAM WISNOM 
CHARLES HAWES AL SCULLY BERT ZADIG 

— 

contact: JAMES ALGER + GEORGE KAFTON + STACY MATHAS 

AMSTER YARD, 211 EAST 49th STREET, NEW YORK 

PLAZA 1-0095 
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WEtinicacuee AT LAST YOU CAN 

50% R 
Save in TIME and LABO 

the most modern "LUCI" ever .. 

Insure Accurate Results plus 

Top Quality .. . 

Fingertip Control 

@ 4 time enlargement 
and reduction. Write for full details 

@ Up to 24 x 24 
working area. M. P 

© Scale for Layouts, “ x 

Finished Ar, < GOODKIN 

3 Dimensionals, eet | “a fore 

IMustrations, 889 BROAD STREET 

Swipes (we olf NEWARK 2, N. J 
de sometime). from $269.50 

16 

bf 4M QUALITY. 

ROBERT CRANDALE ASSOCIATES. | 
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letters 

Where credit is due... 

Your UPA story, “Selling With A 
Smile” in the March issue pleased 
ne no end, since it dealt, almost en- 
irely, with TV commercials I devel- 
yped and directed. 

However, due no doubt to the magic 
nake-believe of the film world, my 
iame was replaced by those of two cur- 
rent UPA employees. 

Since the article concentrated on 
films made when I was Supervising 
Director of UPA-New York rather than 
on any made in the seven months since 
[ left, I feel it is fair to point out that 
| did personally record and edit the 
sound tracks of those CBS Tube spots; 
and that the SwansDown “bloop- 
bloops” were my own vocal effects. The 
Borden’s Coffee “Mood” with the Fla- 
menco guitar, the “Do It Yourself” 
story featured on your double-page 
spread, the Ipana “Little Mother’ were 
all my stories and conception. The 
“Harry and Bert” Piel’s Beer commer- 
cials and nearly all the commercial, 
educational and entertainment films 
made at UPA-New York in the first 
four years of its existence were directed 
and supervised by me. Before that, in 
their Hollywood studio, I was asso- 
ciated with UPA, in lesser capacities, 
since 1946. 

No one person can produce the mod- 
ern animated film. Very seldom do mag- 
azine articles credit the large group of 
artists and craftsmen who make . these 
films good enough to rate such publicity. 
Lou Guarnier, Bard Wiggenhorn, 
George Singer, Marvin Friedman, Vic- 
toria Ward, Irwin La Pointe, Wardell 
Gaynor, Bud Bazelon, Don Arnone, Al- 
len Swift, Margaret Hamilton, Ken 
Drake and manager Don McCormick 
are only a few of the people who made 
nportant contributions to these spots. 

Chris Ishii and Jack Goodford, in 
st over a year at the UPA studio, as 

i-signers, became Unit Directors in my 
regime” and_ full-fledged Directors 

ien I left. They are both extremely 
lented guys, doing great things on 
eir own. I want to make it clear that 
am no longer connected with UPA 

ad do not wish to take credit for any 
fims made since my resignation. . 

Gene Deitch, 
Creative Supervisor, 
Robert Lawrence Productions, Inc. 

t Direction May 1956 

DESIGNERS 3 115 WwW 45 

IM NEVER WITHOUT MY ‘ 
ACROLITE FIXATIVE. y 
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TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY 

220 EAST 23 ST NY10 OR 9.1559 

specialist in the placement 

of art personnel 

FRANK BOWLING agency 
18 east 41st strect, new york 17, n. y. 

LExington 2-0038 

by appointment only 
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ART FOR TELEVISION 

illustration 

what’s new 

ANTIQUE AUTO PRINTS. Full color 94 x 
12” lithos of antique autos are avail- 
able, free, from The Office Specialty 
Mfg. Co., Ltd., Newmarket, Ont., Can- 
ada. 

“A SPOON IS BORN.” Lippincott & Ma- 
gulies, industrial designers, have pub- 
lished the story of what went into their 
decision and planning of the Betty 
Crocker symbol. Available from them 
at 430 Park Avenue, New York. 

COLORS-IN-JAPAN REFORMULATED. Craftint 
announces the reformation, repackag- 
ing and merger of Craftint and Devoe 
Signwriter’s Colors-In-Japan. go colors 
available in 1x5 tubes, half-pints and 
quarts. 

SALES MEETING PLAN BOOK. A sales meet- 
ing plan book, containing a check list 
for planning a sales meeting, is avail- 
able from Torgesen & Cutcliffe, Inc., 31 
Sixteenth St., N. W., Atlanta 9, Ga. 

NEW PICA-AGATE RULE, T-SQUARE. A 14- 
agate-to-the-inch type rule, instead of 
the old 15, is available from Fairgate 
Rule Co. Made of super alloy nonrust 
metal with extra legible readings. T- 
squares have agate and inch markings 
starting 2 inches from head. Two sizes 
2014 and 2614 with 18” and 24” agate 
and inch measurements. 

SPRAY BOMB COATS PRESS INKS. Acrolite 
has developed a new Ink-Saver spray to 
protect offset and letterpress inks. The 
Ink-O-Saver seals out air, preventing 
oxidation and skinning of the ink. It 
is nonflammable. No special prepara- 
tion necessary. 

COLOR TRANSPARENCY RETOUCHING. Estelle 
Friedman Associates, 41 E. 44th St., 
New York, have two more _ booklets 
available in their series of monographs 
on color transparencies. ““The Color Ad- 
justment of Color Transparencies” deals 
with the mediums of chemical bleaches 
and dyes. “Focal Point Retouching” is 
on correction of emphasis of details. 

TYPE SHOWINGS. J. M. Bundscho, 180 N. 
Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, IIl., has issued a 
booklet of one-line type showings of its 
available faces—both monotype and 
foundry. Proofreader marks, list of for- 
eign language type, list of character 
counts for type cast-up and an accurate 
cast-up method are also contained in the 
folder. 

PRECISION PERSPECTIVE is called a new sy: 
tem of perspective drawing which give 
photographic accuracy. It uses a basic se 
of seven printed grids in three differen 
sizes. They are progressively displace: 
from each other in steps of 20 degree 
Rotation of a basic set makes possible 
total of 81 different positions in the r« 
presentation of a subject. There is 
selector chart for determining which gri: 
and position to use for viewing the angl 
desired, plus an instruction handbook. / 
master set of 21 grids makes possible th 
presentation of a subject in a total o 
289 positions. 

For information, Perspective Inc., 402 
American Bldg., Seattle 4, Wash. 

NEW SPEEDBALL TEXTBOOK. C. Howard 
Hunt Pen Co. announces a new edition 
of the Speedball Textbook, which con 
tains practical lettering demonstration 
and instruction. It is used as a reference 
and teaching manual for vocational let- 
tering and show card writing. The new 
17th edition contains new creative al- 
phabets, 96 pages, including an 8-page 
color section, and is sold at artist supply 
stores at 75C per copy. 

TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY BROCHURE. Flexo Let- 
tering Company, 220 E. egrd St., New 
York 10, N. Y. has available “BLACK & 
WHITE MAGIC”, a brochure illustrating 
over 100 trick photography effects on 
reproportioning curves and circles, per- 
spectives, outlines and cast shadows, bas 
reliefs, step-up and repeats, and a wide 
variety. 

NEW TOOL FOR GRAPHIC ARTS. A nev 
sketching technique, Sketch-Easy, is saic 
to be learned easily by anyone withou 
artistic talent or training. A help fo 
those in graphic arts, advertising sales 
men, account executives and servic 
men, the new technique has been de 
veloped by Aero Science Laboratories 
Hawthorne, Calif. A circular is avail 
able from the Technical Services divi 
sion of the company. 

CLIP BOOK OF LETTERING. Harry Volk J: 
Art Studio, Pleasantville, N. J. is offer 
ing as a gift, two sets of the Clip Boo 
of Lettering, to those who subscrib 
on a three-month trial period to th 
monthly Clip Book of Lettering. Eac 
month the studio prepares two new set 
of hand-lettered faces, eight 814x1 
pages in each set. Information on th 
service is available from the studio. 
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Through these doors pass the 

most renowned art directors 

in the world—and the 

distinguished artists with whom 

they collaborate in creating 

noteworthy art for advertising. 

35 W. 56th, once a famous 

financier’s town mansion, 

now the art-center of New 

York’s advertising and 

publishing industries—the 

home of the largest art services 

in the metropolis: 

alexander e. chaite studios, inc. 
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THORNTON UTZ 

Sensitive to the bone, as though constantly aware of Flaubert’s dictum that the 

function of art is to make one dream... his highly personal formulations have so 

universal an appeal as to bring his work constantly to such mass-media as 

Satevepost. His accomplishment: a brilliant blend of civilized taste and infallible 

grasp of character. 

“MADISON AVENUE 
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Prodigal—perhaps even phenomenail—the sheer 

number of eminent illustrators, and the breadth, 

depth, versatility and creative endowment of 

each of these men. 

GEORGE COOPER RUDOLPH gt WEXLER 

SHOEMAKER 

illustration 



FRANK McCARTHY > 

That McCarthy should be ‘‘one of ours” is a matter of studio pride 

deepéns with every new McCarthy illustration 

of the vigour of life itself: nature and the men who tame her 

sports and the masters of sports 

+1 i} 

for the McCarthy d 
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Calling cards, as it were, are 

these reproductions of the work 

of Alexander E. Chaite Studio 

illustrators—every one of whom is 

a powerful and persuasive talent. 

LITTLE 

JONAS 

LOCKHART 

ENGEL 

TOMAKAN 

ABBETT 

RAK 



EUCLID 

SHOOK 

BOB 

McGINNIS 

illustratia 



ilustration 

MAC KENZIE 

DARREL 

GREENE 
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Your skin has semen never known such luxury 

BOB MONROE 

One of the most discerning intelligences, one of the most imaginative minds beh 

dalcmer-lanisi as) Monroe selects, aims, shoots, develops, with the skill of a 

consummate technician and an artist's poetic instinct. His powerful eloquence 

achieves a result of towering individuality, definitely for the knowledgable 
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design 
A full complement of designers, led by highly-gifted Bill 
Brooks, is always prepared to work with you in the initiating 
phases of your thinking. Like Brooks himself, Chaite Studio 
designers are art directors and artists of impressive ability and 
position . .. making our Design Division a remarkably unique, 
and uniquely remarkable ‘‘plus”’ service. 

Lettering 
Signature of your message, invitation to the reader to enter 
into the spirit of your story—how very personal, how very 
important. Lettering is a proud and proudly recognized art, her 
practitioners among the greatest of artists. And among 
these, the distinguished letterers of the Chaite Studios headed 
by Bob Stark are included in every roster of fine lettering. 

Fetouching 
it would be impossible to list here even a small fraction of the 
achievements for which our retouchers are justly known. 
We are confident that no finer group of professional craftsmen 
has ever joined forces. 

Mechanicals 
Will someone please dream-up a better word than 
“‘mechanical’’? To this creative and crucial aspect of your 
jobs, we direct the superior abilities of highly-trained 
craftsmen and specialists: experts in every area of producing 
the flawless, the perfect mechanical. From start to final okay, 
your mechanical is jealously protected from even the most 
minute imperfection; your guarantee of our quality-standards. 

¥ Point of sale 
~ The moment of possible purchase—to this hazardous instant 

: oO «3 _ you have directed your ability, your effort, your hope. The 
_ decision lies with that mysterious stranger, The Consumer. We 
__ aré enormously pleased to record that many of the 

q "nation’s Blue Chip accounts have been designed and 
ie “engineered by the Alexander E. Chaite Studios. 

Client Felationships 
Adult and responsible are the pilot words to express our 
concept of client relationships. In designer-artist Euclid Shook, 
as in each Chaite Studio representative, ‘‘service”’ is that 
rare combination of artistic comprehension, and the capacity 
to create and maintain mutually valuable friendship. Result: 
the enormous feeling of security you have, when entrusting 
your ideas to representatives who call on you from Chaite Studios. 

alexander e. chaite studios—Zaumm Inc. 

WHERE CREATIVE ABILITY ACHIEVES DOMINATING QUALITY. 
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Last call Tickets for the 35th An- 
for tickets nual Exhibition of Adver- 

tising and Editorial Art & 
Design sponsored by the Art Directors 
Club of New York are available from 
club headquarters, 115 E. goth St., MU 
54340. Admission is free but by ticket 
only. Tickets may be obtained in blocks 
to supply whole groups in agencies or 
with companies. 

The show opens at the Waldorf- 
Astoria Monday, June 4 and runs 
through Friday, June 8th. The awards 
luncheon will be held Wednesday of 
that week. 

The club has scheduled a full week’s 
ac ivities. Monday evening is a members 
preview of the show. Tuesday evening 
wil feature trade cocktail parties. Wed- 
nesday’s Awards Luncheon will be fol- 
loved by the opening of the Visual 
C: mmunications Conference Thursday 
ard Friday. Thursday evening the an- 
nual NSAD meeting and dinner will be 
he'd and the week will wind up with a 
fo'mal dinner-dance Friday evening at 
wich the winner of the NSAD award 
wil be announced. 

Tickets for this NSAD Anniversary 
nner dance are available from Janet 

May 1956 Ar Direction 

Brewster, NSAD, 115 E. goth St., N. Y. C. 
at $15.00 a place. Dance will be in the 
Waldorf-Astoria Sert Room. . . so bring 
your wives and make your reservations 
now. 
During the week special times are 

being set aside for special business and 
student groups to tour the show. 

Shown looking over the club’s call 
for show entries are ADC president 
Frank Baker and show chairman Wil- 
liam Buckley. 

Montreal club aids 
With sample mailings 

In Montreal, members are finding their 
approach to buyers of art easier, now 
that the club is producing file folders, 
together with an introductory letter by 
the president, which will be sent with 
artist samples to art buyers. This will 
be an initial mailing. Subsequent sheets 
to be mailed by artists may be kept in 
the folder by the art buyer. In the in- 
troductory mailing, a sheet 814 x 11 of 
240M offset stock will show, on both 
sides, work of the member. A portrait of 
the artist will be included, as will gen- 
eral information on his work, studio 
address and telephone. This sheet will 
cost the member about $25 for 250 
copies. The club is handling production 
and mailing. 

In order to remain inside the $25 
budget, illustrations and copy must be 
mounted on board, ready for shooting, 
so the whole can be reproduced without 
any further work to the engraver. This 
plan, while making available to mem- 
bers the advantages of economical pub- 
licity, also will carry the professional 
backing and prestige of the AD club. 
Robert Langstadt of Direct Advertising 
Co., 1551 Bishop St., Montreal, is re- 
ceiving members’ applications for this 
plan. 

A/RT D/IRECTION 

That ain’t hay being displayed by 
Win Karn, Executive 

Secretary of the Art Directors Club of 
New York. The sheaf of checks repre- 
sent reservations for the ist Visual Com- 
munications Conference to be held by 
the club June 7-8 at New York’s Wal- 
dorf-Astoria. Reservations, already going 
fast, close at the end of this month. For 
yours, write Win Karn at the club, 115 
E. goth Street, NYC. 

Morris L. Rosen- 
blum, creative 
advertising man- 

ager of Macy’s, gave an illustrated lec- 
ture on the trends in department store 
advertising over the years, at a recent 
meeting of the Rochester AD club. 

Rochester speakers 
Discuss AD‘s place 

31 



Shown at the meeting, are left to right: 
Ric Rylands, RAD president; Rosen- 
blum; Kevin Barry and Al Wilson. 
James Dobyns of Case-Hoyt Printing 
Corp. was another recent guest of the 
club. He narrated and presented his 
latest film, “Killer Waters,” a pictorial 
story of an excursion down the Green 
River in Dinosaur National Monument 
in Colorado and Utah. Dobyns has pro- 
duced several documentary films 
throughout the country. 

William R. Duffy, senior TV AD for 
McCann-Erickson, and member of the 
New York AD club, discussed the AD’s 
place in TV, at another meeting of the 
Rochester club. His presentation in- 
cluded movies showing award-winning 
TV commercials, selected and judged by 
the New York Club for the annual exhi- 
bition in 1955. 

Famous Artists school Winners in the 
Award winners recent Famous 

Artists schools 
competition, sponsored by the Society of 
Artists and Art Directors of San Fran- 
cisco, are left and right: Norman Nichol- 
son, artist, Landphere Associates; Har- 
riet Hunter, AD, Harry Camp Millinery. 
In the center is Al Parker, faculty mem- 
ber, who made the presentations. Parker, 
famous illustrator, awarded a course in 
commercial art to Nicholson and a 
course in painting to Miss Hunter. 

chapter clips 

Atlanta: New members include Glenn 
Acree III, artist, of 3821 Wawona Dr., 
N. E.; and J. W. Pruett, Jr., artist, of 
1120 Los Angeles Ave., N. E. 

Baltimore: Mel Richman addressed a 
meeting of the Baltimore AD club. He 
spoke on “Problems of Studio Opera- 
tion.” 

Boston: Lou Mercier, picture editor of 
Holiday magazine, was guest speaker 
at the Boston AD club. The club is 
now planning its fourth annual exhibi- 
tion. 
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Cleveland: Clark Robinson, president of 
the Cleveland AD club, and AD at 
Fuller and Smith and Ross, addressed 
the April 16 meeting of the Ohio So- 
ciety of Professional Photographers on 
“What an Agency Art Director Expects 
of a Photographer.”. . . Howard New- 
marker, of Howard Studios, won first 
and second place in Illustrative Photo- 
graphy category at the Ohio Profession- 
al Photographers convention. First prize 
and gold cup were for a photo of a 
hatchet; second place was won by a 
photo of a tool panel. The work was 
for True Temper Corp.; agency—Fuller 
and Smith and Ross; AD Al Jenkins. 

Detroit: New members include Howard 
Schoenmeyer and Edward J. Woods. 

Los Angeles: Members were addressed by 
R. Buckminster Fuller, author, inven- 
tor, and architect, at a recent meeting 
. . . New members include V. Chris 
Smith of Gould-Smith; George W. Per- 
kins of Hughes Aircraft; Hamilton C. 
Quick; Herbert Johnson of Carter and 
Galantin; Raymond E. Wallace of 
Heintz and Co.; Arthur J. Sherman of 
Hixson & Jorgensen; Norman Holtz- 
man of Paper Mate Pen Co. . . . May 
program of lectures the club is giving 
at Los Angeles Trade Technical Junior 
college: May 1, Outdoor Advertising 
and Color, Reed Springer; May 15, Il- 
lustration, Howie Forsberg; May 29, 
Agency Procedure, Dick Lawrence. . . . 
Johnny Gazurian is conducting classes 
in production at LA Trade Tech. 

Pittsburgh: Al Vazquez, AD at Ketchum, 
MacLeod & Grove, is cesigner of a let- 
terhead now in production for the 
Pittsburgh club. The design is of re- 
strained simplicity, with the names of 
the Pittsburgh and national societies in 
two lines of small type at the top and 
a small gold seal near the bottom. The 
design was chosen from among entries 
in a design competition for members. 
. . . Executive board members now 
include A. S. Milia, Ed Moczuli and 
Ed Spahr. Committees are being organ- 
ized by the following chairmen: Ethics, 
Nat Youngblood; Social, Virginia 
Hubsch; Publicity, Bernard Scheid]; 
Qualifications, R. G. March; Finance, 
Stewart Heiss; Exhibitions, Ed Roth; 
House, Norman Rosfeld; Inspirational, 
Al Vazquez; Educational, Howard Wor- 
ner; Technical, Ollis Jochumsen. NSAD 
correspondent is William E. Pensyl. 

San Francisco: New directors of the SAAD 
are Tom Yamada, AD at J. Walter 
Thompson, as executive director; Loren 
Smith, free lance photographer, as fi- 

nance coordinator; Brad Rutledge, AD 
at Crown Zellerbach, printing coordin 
ator; Ruth Robbins, free lance AD, as 
rental coordinator; Bob Strohmeyer 
free lance photographer and Jan Lo 
ken, artist at Container’ Corp., as clul 
coordinators; and Andy Quattro, free 
lance artist, as editor in chief of the 
SAAD News. . . . Virgil Partch ad 
dressed the meeting at which Al Parker 
presented the Famous Artists’ scholar 
ships. 

Washington: Richard Hollander, vic« 
president of Stephan Lion Associates 
addressed a recent meeting of the club. 
At the same meeting, an exhibit of cre- 
ative projects ranged from original art 
used on some top national accounts to 
pads of on-the-spot action sketches . 
Elwood Whitney, executive vice presi- 
dent of Foote, Cone and Belding, ad- 
dressed the Awards luncheon of the 
Seventh Annual Commercial Art and 
Photography Show. This was a joint 
meeting of the ADs and the Advertising 
club . . . New members include Jack 
James Morris, AD at Typemasters, and 
Fred Collins, associate member, who is 
a free lancer. 

Jack Ward John Anthony Ward 
president of Jack War 

Color Service, Inc., died at New Yor! 
Infirmary March 26, following a year’ 
illness. Prominent in color photograph 
in New York for years, he had estat 
lished Jack Ward Color Service in 194€ 
following four years service as maste 
sergeant in the signal corps, in charg 
of photography in General Patton’ 
Third Army. Previous to his army serv 
ice, Jack Ward had his own carbro busi 
ness. Always a photographic technician 
he had, before establishing his busines: 
worked with leading photographers, suc! 



is Victor Keppler. He was a member of 
he Photographic Society of Engineers. 
Born in New York 44 years ago, he 

vas educated here and pursued his pro- 
essional life in this area, interrupted 
ynly by his army service. 
Jack Ward Color Service will continue 

n business and will be headed by Mrs. 
Mabel Ward and David Atherton. Mrs. 
Ward and Atherton, a director of the 
business, took over active management 
of Jack Ward Color Service last No- 
vember. 

Better Living magazine 
to be dropped 

McCall Corp. has announced that Better 
Living magazine, sold exclusive’y in 
supermarkets, will be discontinued with 
the May issue. The company had pre- 
viously decided to suspend publication 
of Bluebook, a monthly without ad- 
vertising, with the May issue. McCall’s 
said that factors influencing the suspen- 
sion of Better Living were increased 
paper and printing costs and the “un- 
certainty of distributor relationships due 
to the recent trend of mergers in the 
supermarket field.” 

whatever the job . .. 
aN ae se 

PeRmacet lave 

Colored rolls of tape ar- 
ranged on the long neck 
of this stylized black art 

1as gained much attention in the tape 
ndustry and in advertising. The ad is 
me of a series in Time and Business 
Week to draw attention, dramatically, 
o Permacel’s line of self-sticking tapes. 
\ttention is drawn to the | product 
juickly and naturally in the art. The 
nessage of the availability of tapes for 
ull applications is carried in few words 

. “whatever the job . . . self-sticking 
Permacel Tape.” AD F. Dade Lane for 
the Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia. 
Joseph A. Taney did the finished art. 

Jbangi girl 
sells tape 

rt Direction / May 1956 

Robert Farnham, copywriter, developed 
copy theme. Martin E. Goldman headed 
the plans group from which Ubangi idea 
originated. 

David Charney Ehrlich, Neuwirth & 
appointed VP Sobo, Inc., Advertis- 

ing, New York, has 
appointed David Charney, senior AD, 
to a vice presidency. Charney at 32 is the 
agency’s youngest officer. He has been 
with the company since 1954. 

1956 Ad conference 
at U of Michigan 

Advertising to the American Taste will 
be the theme of the 1956 Advertising 
conference to be held at the University 
of Michigan, Thursday, April 19. Don- 
ald B. Gooch, chairman of the committee 
for the conference, announced that 
guest speakers will include Reuel Den- 
ney, associate professor of sociology at 
the University of Chicago; Fred Thomp- 
son, Jr., advertising manager of Reader's 
Digest; Edward Stanley, manager of 
public affairs programs for NBC-TV; 
C. E. Jackson, editorial vice president 
of Time and Life, Inc.; Andrew Arm- 
strong, vice president in charge of art 
and copy at Leo Burnett Co.; Charles 
Brower, creative vice president at BB- 
DO; Garth Montgomery, creative vice 
president at Kenyon and Eckhardt; and 
Dr. Margaret Mead, of the American 
Museum of Natural History. 

Advertising has received new empha- 
sis with the change in consumer be- 
haviour in the last 10 years, therefore 
the conference will be concerned with 
consumer behaviour as it affects product 
desigr, merchandising, marketing meth- 
ods and advertising themes and tech- 
niques, it was announced. 

Seattle Group Lectures 
at University of Washington 

Six volunteers from the Seattle AD club 
meet with advertising art students at 
the University of Washington, two ses- 
sions per class, to discuss student solu- 
tions of advertising art problems. The 
Seattle group, cooperating with Daniel 
Warner of the University of Washing- 
ton communications school, assigns prac- 
tical problems, then criticizes student 
solutions. 

This program is part of the Seattle 
group’s policy of aiding school advertis- 
ing art programs. Last year six 3o- 
minute television discussion programs 
were presented over Channel g, the 
local educational channel. 

Playhouse Pictures Playhouse Pic- 
tures of Holly- 
wood, Calif. had 

art of their Ford TV commercials in- 
cluded in the 11th Annual Exhibit of 
West Coast Advertising and Editorial 
Art. “The Thunderbird” and “The 
Echo” were designed by Sterling Sturte- 
vant; film director Bill Melendez; ani- 
mator Bill Littlejohn; agency J. Walter 
Thompson; agency TV producer Wil- 
liam Wilgus. 

Ford TV selections 



AD subscription rate rise 

Effective June 1 the single copy and sub- 
scription rates for Art Direction will be 
as follows: 

Single copies at newsstands — 4 
Back issues when available — 5 

Domestic, 1 year — $4.00, 2 years $7.00 
Canadian, 1 year $4.50, 2 years $8.00. 
Other foreign, 1 year $6.50, 2 years 
512.00. 

Current subscriptions which expire 
before June 1 may be renewed at the 
present rates if such renewal is made 

5 
5 

before June 1. 
Increasing production costs, the in- 

creasing size of the magazine, and a de- 
sire to maintain and improve editorial 
and preduction standards make this rate 
change necessary. 

Kodak’‘s two new films 

Kodak Verichrome film has been re- 
placed by Kodak Verichrome Pan. The 
new panchromatic is also replacing Ko- 
dak Plus-X and Super-X paperbacked 
roll films the company has offered. The 
new emulsion in Pan retains the bril- 
liance and wide latitude of the Veri- 
chrome film but now also reproduces 
all colors in their true b/w relationship. 

Kodak Royal Ortho Film, a new or- 
tho-chromatic film possessing a speed 
comparable to that of the fastest pan- 
chromatic film, has also just been an- 
nounced by Eastman. Daylight exposure 
index of the new Royal Ortho is 200, 
tungsten index 125, with considerable 
latitude for over-and-under-exposure, it 
is claimed. It is expected that present 
users of Kodak Super Ortho Press and 
Kodak Ortho-X and comparable films 
will prefer this new film. Both quality 
and grain are said to be improved in the 
film. 

Reference-Pictures 

A new service for ADs has been devel- 
oped by Dolph Morse, president of Ref- 
erence-Pictures, and his staff. The service 
supplies art directors with picture clip- 
pings to stat or paste in layouts and 
comprehensives, or for use as reference 
for sketches and finished drawings. More 
than a million pictures have been 
clipped from magazines and books. The 
art is on every conceivable subject, mood 
or situation, of every period, in color or 
b/w. To use this service, the AD or 
artist phones in his request for a picture 
of a given subject. A set of up to 15 
pictures are sent on a rental basis for 
two weeks at $5. The pictures are not 
for reproduction, but may be used as 
suggested Further information 
may be obtained from Reference-Pic- 
tures, 104 Fifth Ave., New York 11. 

above. 
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Winners and judges of this year’s competition at Art 
Students League, the subject of which was gasoline and 
oil products, are: Front row, left to right, Michael 

Aviano, second award winner; Gerald Allison, first award; Dolores Wisinski, third 
award. Back row, left to right, members of the jury George M. Glazier, advertising 
and sales promotion manager, The American Oil Co.; Joseph Campanaro, eastern 
art director, Outdoor Advertising Inc.; Robert M. Gray, advertising and sales pro- 
motion manager, Esso Standard Oil Co.; James A. Clarke, directer at Calkins & 
Holden, Inc.; and far right, George W. Booth, art director, J. Walter Thompson 
Co. Frank Reilly, instructor and organizer of the competition, is second from 
right. 
The award winners were selected from 100 designs. Cash prizes of $150, $100, 

and $50 were offered by Outdoor Advertising Inc. 

Art Students League 
poster award winners 

te, ~ 

A brand new approach is used by Coca Cola with this 24-sheet 
outdoor poster featuring a gay Frenchman glad about “la differ- 
ence,” this time as applied to Coke’s difference from other soft 

drinks. The bright, gay art, with only the one phrase, “Vive la difference,” tells the 
whole story. This campaign was used during March and April. Brightness of color— 
the Frenchman’s head in vivid orange, a bright red scarf, the background in light 
blue—carries out the theme of gayety. Jack Wolfgang Beck painted the piece for 
D'Arcy Advertising Co. AD was Wilbur Smart. 
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Many uses of Ben- 
jamin Moore enam- 
els are pictured in 

stairstep arrangement in this four-color 
ad. The tradename, a different color for 
each letter—emphasizing availability of 
varied colors—stands out as most impor- 
tant. Models using the product make an 
interesting grouping. Salvatore Lodico 
AD; Dan Wynn photographer; Jerald 
Melum account executive; Leonore 
Buehler copy chief. 

Cans of paint 
plus in-use shots 

Ren Wicks joins Ren Wicks, 
Stephens Biondi DeCicco longtime 

free lance il- 
lustrator who has won awards for his 
work in many advertising campaigns, has 
joined the Los Angeles studio of Ste- 
phens Biondi DeCicco, Inc., where he 
will be associated with illustrators Mor- 
gan Henninger, Howard Forsberg, and 
I ritz Willis. In the area of editorial and 
cover art, Wicks’ work has appeared in 
1iost of the popular national magazines. 
Ife will be available to clients through 
1epresentation by the Chicago and New 
‘ork studios of Stephens Biondi De- 
Cicco, as well as the Los Angeles office. 
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Over 100 exhibits 
in sales aid show 

Over 100 exhibits of the newest products 
and services for the selling field will be 
on display at the third national Sales 
Aid show to be at the Statler hotel, June 
11, 12, and 13. Monday, June 11, the 
show will run from 4 to g p.m. Tuesday, 
June 12, running time will be from 11 
a.m. to g p.m. Wednesday, June 13 the 
show will open at 11 a.m. and close at 
7 in the evening. Products on display 
will be from the fields of visual aids, dis- 
plays, equipment, premiums, advertising 
specialities, graphic arts supplies, sales 
presentations, training methods, incen- 
tives, packaging, arid other fields of in- 
terest to sales directors, sales promotion 
managers, merchandising and display 
directors, advertising managers, agency 
executives and other executive buyers. 
Information and tickets are available 
from Advertising Trades Institute, 270 
Park Ave., New York 17. 

Trends in newspaper makeup 

Observations on the continuing trend in 
packaging the news were given by Harry 
L. Gage, graphic arts educator and _re- 
tired vice president of Mergenthaler 
Linotype Co., at the annual clinic of the 
New England Associated Press News 
Editors Association at Newport, R. I. 
Some things in newspaper page layout, 
heads and type faces in New England 
papers commented on: 

Flush left heads are now almost fun- 
damental. Display below the fold is 
gaining in acceptance. Horizontal make- 
up is accepted by about half the papers. 
Further acceptance has been gained for 
elimination of multiple heads and decks. 
Kickers are gaining in use, replacing 
some of the functions of subordinate 
decks. Bodoni bold on front page dress 
has the largest acceptance with sans serif 
and square serif following. 

Newspaper design seminars 

The Mergenthaler Linotype Co., Brook- 
lyn, N. Y. is sponsoring four seminars 
on newspaper design this year, each 
seminar to be for a five-day period to 
study all phases of newspaper styling, 
including news, features, sports, editorial 
and women’s pages. The discussions will 
be led by Gilbert P. Farrar, noted au- 
thority on newspaper design. First sem- 
inar will be for southern newspapermen 
and will be held May 7—11 in Atlanta. 
The second seminar will cover news- 
papers in the eastern United States and 
Canada. This is scheduled for May 21— 
25 in New York. The last two newspaper 
seminars, for the middle west and west, 
will be held in Chicago and San Fran- 
cisco later in the year. 
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A variety of 
styles and col- 
ors in eyeglass 

frames, superimposed on a model being 
fitted by her optician, carries out the 
new campaign for May Manufacturing 
Corp. This was the first ad in the cam- 
paign and appeared in Vogue. A 4-color, 
it points up availability of styles, thus 
making eyeglasses a fashion accessory, 
and the importance of the optician 
in a woman's style life. The second 
ad in the series used b/w and empha- 
sized the optician: “he’s the new man in 
your life—your optician.” Gilbert Adver- 
tising handles the campaign which will 
continue in Vogue through the end of 
the year, with leading opticians from all 
over the country participating. AD for 
this color ad was Bob Stoller, with 
Reuben Samburg as photographer. The 
b/w series continues with Gene Garlanda 
as AD with John Shannon as photog- 
rapher. 

Color and fashion 
for eyeglass frames 

Museum. has new schedule 

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
announces a new schedule. Galleries will 
be open from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays 
and holidays, Sundays from 1 p.m. to 
7 p-m. The garden and members’ pent- 
house restaurants will be open on week- 
days and holidays from 11:30 a.m. to 5:45 
p-m.; on Sundays from 1 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. 
Film showings continue daily and Sun- 
day at 3 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Office hours 
are 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
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Parsons School of Design 
announces summer sessions 

July g-Aug. 17 will be the extent of 
summer sessions at Parsons School of 
Design, 410 E. 54 St., New York. James 
Frangides, director, reports application 
for admission should be made in ad- 
vance on required forms, and be accom- 
panied by a fee of $5. Registration is 
July 9, from g a.m. to 4 p.m. Late en- 
trants or students with less than go per- 
cent attendance will receive no credit. 
Tuition is $25 per point, payable in 
advance, and is nonrefundable. Classes 
and instructors: fashion design, Theresa 
Chiappetta; fashion illustration, Irene 
Frangides; graphic design and adver- 
tising, John Russo; interior architecture 
and decoration, Robert Castle; life 
drawing, Stephen Csoka. 
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Two stalks of 
celery, cheese- 
filled, and ar- 

ranged in a plus sign against stark white, 
draws attention to the Morton salt cam- 
paign. This 4-color ad is the first in a 
new series combining borrowed-interest 
and appetite appeal of food, with an ele- 
ment of fun—in this case the fun is in 
the display line, “Morton adds a ‘plus’ 
to any flavor.” Product identity is re- 
tained with the familiar little girl with 
umbrella, tagline “When it rains it 
pours.” Ernest Allen of Needham, Louis 
and Brorby, Chicago, reports extensive 
copy research preceding the new ap- 
proach indicated that featuring food and 
the fun element would be effective. AD 
Tom Gorey, artist Will Nelson, copy- 
writer George Soter, copy director Al 
Klatt. 

Food photography 
sells salt 
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Monsanto Chemical annual report The 54th annual report of the Monsanto 
told with picture story Chemical Co. was planned to be of interest 

to all stockholders, employes, and indeed 
the general public. Many color picture spreads, lots of b/w photos, and a minimum 
of wordage characterizes it. Words, when used, tell facts of interest—the company’s 
operations, business record, etc.—and are used in an interesting manner. Short 
thumbnail graphs are included to point up quickly and concisely important figures— 
the fuller story is then told in special articles printed in large, easy-reading type, 
with wordiness being carefully avoided. The book is 814 x 11. Summaries of the 
year’s business are made by Edgar Queeny, chairman of the board, and Charles 
Allen Thomas, president. Subjects pointed up in the summaries are explained in 
greater length in special articles. Artwork was by The Illustrators, St. Louis, and 
the book was printed by Simmons-Sisler, St. Louis. 

Color processing conference 

Subjects such as statistical aspects of 
color processing control, latest tech- 
niques for color printing and processing, 
film and paper developing, apparatus, 
materials, and equipment for processing, 
will be discussed at a two-day meeting 
to be held in Rochester, N. Y. May 25 
and 26. Joseph R. Allendorf, Kodak 
director of dealer distribution, will 
speak at the luncheon meeting, May 25, 
of the Color Processing Conference, 
Technical Division, Photographic So- 
ciety of America. 

Events planned for the conference 
include a color processing clinic, to be 
conducted by executives from photo- Magazine techniques for One oft ¢ 
finishing and commercial color labora- 
tories. Field trips to Kodak photofinish- 
ing sales laboratory and Kodacolor print 
production are planned. Registration 
fee is $17.50, covering admission to all 
sessions, color clinic, trade exhibit of 
equipment, field trips, Friday luncheon 
and Saturday banquet. Registrations 
should be sent to Gard Mason, Paper 
Service Division, Kodak Park, Rochester 
4H. ¥. 

coarse-screen newspaper first s1 
cessful a»- 

plications of magazine applications 
magazine editorial techniques to coa! 
screen newspaper reproduction. Progr 
designed around the merchandise 
Edward Gambale, AD at Frederic 
Clinton Co., agency. Copy by K 
Davidge, and photographs by Lilli: 
Bassman. The campaign has been ru 
ning over a year with continuous dev: 
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»ment. Gambale says there is literally 
» limit to patterns and effects within 
is technique. 
However, photographs, retouching and 
p quality engravings are necessary for 
od results in papers, ups cost to as 
uch (and more, often) as a magazine ad. 
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Lor Men Who Like to Play with Girls 

“Women’s Approach” to Lee Hats 
sell men’s hats are being 

sold to 
men through women with E. A. Korch- 
noy Ltd. agency, philosophizing that 
the influence of women is a vital factor 
in selection and sale of men’s apparel. 
Four models, dressed for the occasion 
suggested by the medium—sports clothes 
for Sports Illustrated, high fashion cos- 
tumes for Vogue, etc.—hold the “right 
hat for the right occasions” out to the 
viewer. Headlines across the top of the 
color art are slanted to the readership 
of the particular book. Thus, for Vogue, 
“Give a Man What He Wants,” and for 
Esyuire, “How to Make a Woman 
Happy.” 

R. G. Williams, vice president of the 
Lee Company, reports that within five 
weeks after the campaign was intro- 
duced, retail accounts swamped Lee 
wih orders for tie-in packages. Months 
be‘ore the campaign broke in maga- 
zi: -s, Lee was completely sold-up on 
se.cral hats featured and was all out of 
tic in material. One department store 
ra: a fashion show, using a living rec- 
re tion of the ad, selling, too, the wo- 
m 1's clothes modelled. 

ick Marshad, AD, Howard M. Rosh- 
ki w, copywriter, Mark Shaw, photog- 
ra ‘her, produced the material. Models 
w -e Julienne Davis, Dawn Mack, Pat 
L -khart and Janet McKeon. 

~ 
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Los Angeles clips 

To celebrate the 10th year of operation 
by Harte-Coleman & Associates, Otto 
Kuhni, H-C illustrator, is developing 
mobile designs and is now producing an 
eight-foot design. Extensive decorating 
plans are underway for the entire studio 
—June marks the 1oth anniversary. Jack 
Rumney, H-C representative, is doing 
abstract color macrophotography — his 
one-man show is on view. 

At Fred Kopp Advertising Art, new 
additions are: George Akimoto, expert 
on airplanes, renders still life in variety 
of mediums; Bill Richardson, humorous 
illustrator, character development and 
design for TV; Chuck Williams, sales 
representative, formerly AD for War- 
wick & Legler; Bill Tobias, design and 
decorative illustrations. Kopp now rep- 
resents Howard Warshaw and Max 
Yavno. Warshaw was selected by Life 
magazine as one of the country’s best 
artists under 36. Reproductions of his 
work have appeared in popular and art 
publications. Yavno, one of the country’s 
best known documentary photographers, 
has done advertising photography for 
Young and Rubicam, Prudential Insur- 
ance, Blue Shield and Relaxacizor. His 
works won an award in the LA AD 
show. Eighteen of his photographs are 
in the permanent collection of the Mu- 
seum of Modern Art. 

Four artists’ children have won Scho- 
lastic Art Gold Key awards. Winners are 
Tony Sheets, 13, son of Millard Sheets, 
painter, designer, and director of the 
LA County Art institute; Woody Dike, 
14, son of Mr. and Mrs. Phil Dike— 
father is painter, mother is a ceramist; 
Karen Diamond, 14, daughter of Harry 
Diamond, advertising illustrator; Tom 
Ryan, Jr., 16, whose father is an illus- 
trator and designer. 

News at Gould-Smith Associates, 
Beverly Hills, includes: Gruen Watch 
Co. of New York has assigned G-S to pre- 
pare its 1957 national program of point- 
of-sale displays and advertising litera- 
ture. The Type Directors Club of New 
York has given an award to Jerome 
Gould for design and typographic excel- 
lence of his booklet tracing the history 
of the Ford Continentals. Gould has 
been invited by the Society of Typo- 
graphic Arts of Chicago to exhibit a one- 
man show of his work at the Normandy 
House gallery. His work was reviewed 
by the members of the Society, the AD 
club of Chicago, and the Industrial De- 
sign Institute. 

Abstract films available 

Now available for nontheatrical use are 
abstract films by Mary Ellen Bute. The 
films, for both 16 and 35 mm, are avail- 

able from Ted Nemeth Studios, 729 
Seventh Ave., New York 19. Latest addi- 
tion to a series of eight films already 
available is “Abstronic,” a color movie 
using a new electronic animation tech- 
nique. The electronic abstracts are set 
to music by Aaron Copland and Don 
Gillis. Free-wheeling patterns were 
painted on oscilloscope, an instrument 
which converts electronic impulses into 
ever-moving visual patterns. 

Elegant martini A supersize 
emphasizes gin quality Golden Age 

martini in- 
side a giant glass allowed a lens of an 
8 x 10 camera to go inside the glass to 
get this unusual photo. The martini was 
swirled to get motion in the shot. A 
touch of elegance was added by spearing 
the olive on a gold toothpick. Copy line 
carries out the photo’s message—“Ele- 
gantly different ...delightfully dryi” A 
bottle of Schenley’s is shown one-half 
actual size, with the toothpick pointing 
to it, for quick product identification. 
According to Frank Rupp of BBDO, the 
new campaign was planned to eliminate 
the bottle-and-glass approach usually 
seen in liquor advertising. Color of the 
gin, pale gold, is to be emphasized in 
these ads. This ad, appearing in the 
New Yorker and Cue, was the best noted 
and best read on a cost basis of the 17 
wine and liquor ads in the December 3 
New Yorker. ADs George Sanders and 
Louis Figliola. Herbert Matter was the 
photographer. 
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Now G-E portable radios with unbreakable cases 
more life in yer dollars! 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

Portable radios in This four-color ad 
suggested settings using GE portable 

radios in the 
copy’s list of suggested settings and uses 
for the product was produced by a num- 
ber of individuals, firms and in a num- 
ber of places. The shots of actual vaca- 
tioners in Montego Bay were made by 
Jacques Simson of Pagano. The radios 
were photographed in color and in 
proper scale here under Henry Blue- 
stone’s supervision. Photograph of the 
only professional model used, Dawne 
Arden, holding the GE Transistor, was 
taken by David Howard of Pagano. The 
Montego films were flown to Pagano and 
processed there. The next day the en- 
tire job was delivered to Maxon agency, 
ADs Al Feldman and Robert Dusek, 
with time elapsed from date of assign- 
ment about four days. Frank Del Casino 
of Maxon, production chief, cooperated 
in the round-robin assignment. Stripup 
of Ektachrome, dye transfers and re- 
touching were by Gussin-Radin studios. 

New developments 
in photography 

A resumé of the changes in photography 
over the past 20 years was made by Dr. 
Cyril J. Staud, Eastman Kodak vice pres- 
ident in charge of research, in a recent 
talk before members of the Rochester 
Engineering Society. Twenty years ago 
picture taking was almost exclusively 
done in bright sunlight. Today, more 
than 500 million flashbulbs are used an- 
nually (1955 figure). Sensitivity of roll 
film has been increased about seven 
times during the past go years, so that 
now pictures can be taken in basic 
cameras on overcast days or late in the 
afternoon. Dr. Staud said that although 
3-D had its rise and decline, big screen 
is here to stay. Technical gains have 
been made in b/w films for TV, and 
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with the rise of color television, films 
will play a more important part than 
has been the case before. 

New Color Matcher 

A new fluorescent lighting unit that 
provides the equivalent of natural light 
entering a north skylight at high noon 
is the Color Matcher, according to man- 
ufacturers Duro-Test corporation. Said 
to be the ideal illumination for preci- 
sion color tasks, the Color Matcher was 
designed to provide light of the best 
Kelvin temperature (7500 degrees) for 
exacting comparison of colors. A mix- 
ture of six 40-watt fluorescent lamps 
made up of four Super Deluxe 45 and 
two standard Blue in a Plexiglas and 
steel fixture are used. 

Taft Named VP at Marshall F. Taft, 
West-Marquis, LA senior art director 

at West-Marquis, 
Los Angeles for three years, has been 
appointed vice president, art. Before 
World War II, Taft had been asso- 
ciated with a number of leading Chicago 
agencies. He has been with West- 
Marquis for the past nine years. Re- 
cently the Los Angeles AD club awarded 
him the Dillon Lauritzen Memorial 
prize for the best painting in the show 
and for his outstanding contribution to 
advertising art. The Dillon Lauritzen 
award also went to Morgan Henninger, 
the artist responsible for the painting. 

The art appeared in Northrop Air- 
craft campaign, a client of West-Mar- 
quis. A Merit award also was given to 
this piece for the best painting in color 
for consumer magazine advertising. 

Marshall Taft, now a member of the 
West-Marquis plans board, was presi- 
dent of the AD Los Angeles club 
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make the clothes that*make" the woman 

Before and after— McCall’s Printed 
patiern and dress Patterns’ 1ew cam- 

paign tells the be- 
fore-and-after story with the pattern of 
high fashion clothes shown on a model 
first. A second shot shows how the fin- 
ished product will look. This tells the 
basic story to women quickly, easily. 
Continuing headline for the series will 
be “Make the clothes that make the 
woman.” Four-color photograph is by 
Dick Rutledge, AD William Taubin, 
copy by William Bernbach for Doyle 
Dane Bernbach. 

Jack Spiro Jack Spiro, AD of 
appointed VP Wexton Advertising 

Agency for two years, 
has been appointed a vice president of 
the firm. Previous to his association with 
Wexton, Spiro had been AD of Silber- 
stein-Goldsmith. * 
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MULTI-COLOR, 1-IMPRESSION PRESENTATION 
PROCESS: A new, rapid, economical 
method for multi-color printing of 
short-run jobs has been developed by 
Graphic Consultants. 
Economically feasible for very small 

quantities, up to about 75 units, copy 
for slides, kits, easels and charts can 
be prepared at no additional cost over 
black and white. Because type-high 
material is used, line or halftone cuts 
can be incorporated. 

Essentially the process employs wood 
blocks, a proof press, hand inking, but 
it eliminates lockup in a chase. This 
enables the work to be done rapidly 
and economically and facilitates the 
hand inking since the units of the job 
can be spaced far enough apart to be 
individually inked then moved quickly 
into layout position. 

Further information about _ this 
process can be obtained from Graphic 
Consultants at 4o E. 5ist St., NYC, PL 
58246. 

COPYFITTER: Intertype Corp. has just 
published a 24-page booklet giving the 
character count for its typefaces in their 
full size range and in pica lengths from 
10 to go. A brief introduction explains 
how to use the tables and a master table 
in the back shows how to fit faces not 
listed by giving the count based on vari- 
ous alphabet lengths. A table of proof- 
readers’ marks is also included. Inter- 
tyne Corp., 360 Furman Street, Brook- 
lyi a, N. Y. 

EASTMAN NEW GRAVURE COPY FILM: A new 
grivure copy film which has such ex- 
ce tional highlight contrast that it re- 
dices the need for highlight masking 
hes been introduced by the Eastman 
K dak Co. The new product has been 
designed to meet requirements of pho- 
to ;ravure printing and all other opera- 
ti_ns involving copying of photographic 
pi nts for subsequent photographic re- 
p) oduction. Now available in sheet film 
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sizes, Kodak Gravure copy film is ex- 
pected to assist photographers material- 
ly in lowering materials and materials- 
handling costs. Tests have shown that 
the film lengthens the scale of repro- 
duction because of its ability in the first 
step to help separate tones at the high- 
light end of the scale. This improves 
the tone reproduction in_ highlights. 
The new film is unique in that contrast 
can be controlled only through expo- 
sure. Time of development has little 
effect on contrast. The new product is 
now available from all Kodak dealers. 

SCAN-A-PLATES AVAILABLE: The first com- 
mercial electronic engraving plant in 
the fine screen field, Evans Engraving 
at 20 W. 17 St., is offering Scan-A-Plates 
for commercial use. Two leased Fair- 
child electronic engraving machines, 
the Scan-A-Gravers, produce plastic 
plates with a depth of .0075 in high- 
light areas, compared to .o03 depth 
which is obtainable on copper. The 
Scan-A-Plate depth is stable and consist- 
ent from plate to plate and eliminates 
undercut or shallow plates, according 
to Harry Evans, president of Evans En- 
graving. Shallow areas remain cleaner 
and sharper through the press run. 
Press runs exceeding 500,000 show no 
detectable plate deterioration. Speed of 
operation in same-size scanning, since 
only one operation is involved, plus the 
lasting qualities of the plates mean 
lower plate cost to users. Average sav- 
ings are 30 to 50 percent, reports Evans. 

SEP AND LHJ USING 5-COLOR ADS: The 
Curtis Publishing Co. has introduced a 
new fifth color—gold or silver—into two 
publications, the Saturday Evening Post 
and the Ladies’ Home Journal. The 
fifth color is produced by new metallic 
inks and is intended to make trade- 
marks, labels or products stand out. A 
full-page, five-color ad in SEP will cost 
advertisers $29,215, as compared to $27,- 
050 for four-color and $18,145 for 
B/W. 

Typefoundry Amsterdam - Amsterdam/Netherlands 

Columbia Roman 
24 point large 

Columbia Italic 
24 point large 

Columbia Bold 
24 point large 

Columbia Bold 
24 point large 

COLUMBIA: New typeface, Columbia, has 
been introduced by Amsterdam-Con- 
tinental. Columbia is available in a 
light and bold Roman and italic. It 
has good color and is suitable for print- 
ing in any process, for reversing and 
for printing on a wide variety of paper 
surfaces. Size range is from 6-60 in the 
Roman, 6-36 in the italic, 6-72 in the 
bold and 6-60 in the bold italic. The 
foundry type is now available in this 
country. Text sizes from 6-12 point are 
being made by Intertype Corp. and 
should be ready by the Fall. 

Specimen book showing the face in 
all its sizes and printed in the three 
major processes is available from Am- 
sterdam-Continental at 268 4th Ave., 
New York 10, N. Y. 
Specimen lines shown here are in 24 

point size. Columbia was designed in 
America by Walter H. McKay. Mr. 
McKay was present at a luncheon in 
March when the new face was intro- 
duced but a a few days later suffered a 
heart attack and died. He was an artist 
and lettering expert and a member of 
the Typophiles. 
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advertising can be both institutional 

A - 

in its effect 

and merchandising {/ —s in its results 

Reraat ‘ Tet ra: 
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About a year ago, a new management came to I. Miller & Sons, Inc. 
Retail Division. Many improvements were necessary and were 
contemplated at this time. Since the advertising seemed to be the 
area where we could have the strongest and most immediate influence 
on the impression we would try to create, this is where we 
concentrated our thinking. 

We gave ourselves the primary objectives of reinstating and re- 
inforcing the prestige of the name I. Miller, assuming that ultimately 
a reflection in daily sales volume would develop as a natural 
by-product. 

How to do this was the problem, since normal standards and 
expectations of retail advertising demand immediate business results 
although immediate business motivation usually means only imme- 
diate business and nothing more. 

We started simply by doing what we considered to be better ads 
with better merchandise. 

But as these new ads developed, we began to see in their very 
character the possibility of a campaign that would be both institutional 
in its effect and merchandising in its results. 

To accomplish both of these aims, first of all of course the ads 
had to be seen; they had to be seen by being the freshest and newest 
thing in the newspapers (not an insurmountable task when one 
considers the overall bland quality of the advertising sections of the 
Sunday papers). 

If the Miller ads are seen, it is by virtue of a direct, bold black and 
white design technique that sometimes reacts as color or dimension 
and at other times is merely a dynamic control of white space with 
a good representation of the product or of an intensely provocative 
subject interest. 
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he style is the sizzle... 

we youn these mavirw with Pane heel Shey meccme 
and fresh as the snap of » flag m the breese are our sender savy pumps thie and siry 
hese mayy surde and calf and velhuto shoes by | Muller, Evin Millerkins and Ingenwe 

Come im ond se the whale exchuive Calection! Bisse wes a et ee ee ee ec 

We're strewing flowers at your fect... pretty poses, 
hand-printed exclusively for us by Brooke Cadwallader 

on calf as soft as silk—and looking just like it 
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Happy Easter from L Miller 
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The art is actually executed by a fine artist drawing with a great 
deal of respect for the space he is working in (which currently is 
kept fairly close to the half page size for the purpose of maintaining 
a consistency). The artist, Andy Warhol, is allowed as much freedom 
of expression as possible within the limitations of the particular 
idea of design. 

seeing, alone, Is not believing 

Usually, when people see an ad, whether by intent, or by accident, 
they are doing just that—“seeing”. Most I. Miller ads are intended 
to do more than just be seen. If the viewer can be encouraged or 
intimidated into thinking, once he or she has seen an ad—an 
advertiser has a much better chance of getting a point across (no 
matter how devious the means or how understated that point is!) 
Working on the premise that shoe customers are human beings and 
in addition to shoes are interested in many other thing that form 
a part of their daily life or daily experiences, they therefore can be 
stimulated by utilizing some of these things to involve them mentally 
and emotionally as well as visually in an ad. 

In this way a much broader audience may be involved rather than 
the very small and limited audience who already must have a 
predisposed interest in a specific item of merchandise in order to 
become engaged in the ad. 

Among the methods we have used to incite this kind of participation 
are: illustrating situations or objects or symbols of objects that tend 
to induce a sympathetic or sentimental response; using illustrations, 
objects or symbols that will generate thoughts in the direction of 
the idea of the point that is being presented . . . (for instance, we 
used a stylized drawing of a pear tree to create a mental picture of 
a color we were trying to promote which resembled the color of 
Italian pears). 

Once an initial conception has been established it must be 
visually integrated with the thought of why a particular shoe 
silhouette or color or material is important to the reader. The re- 
mainder of the copy can then further motivate a woman to buying 
either a particular article of merchandise or just buying “I. Miller”. . 

the cumulative effect is vital 

In addition, a time factor is employed to aid the institutional 
value of the ads. They are created not only for their individual effect 
but also with thought given to the accumulated effect of all of 
them in relation to one another. 

Although my own thinking has been longer range, the success of 
the campaign has already been partly reflected in an increased sales 
volume in the stores. 

However impossible it would have been to originate this kind 
of approach without the encouragement and support of the new 

management at Miller—it would have been very difficult to justify 
and sustain had it not soon responded with this positive reaction. 

I. Miller’s audience now is not only every woman who wears shoes 
—but everyone to whom the sound of the words “I. Miller” can 
be made interchangeable with anything meaning the best in shoe 
design and shoe fashion. @ 

by Peter Palazzo, Art Director 
I. Miller & Sons, Inc. Retail Divisicn 
I. Miller & Sons Co. Wholesale Div. sion 



Our Poruga Pump 

New brilliance from. our evening glossary: fabulous shoe buckles to light up the perfectionist pump. Just one facet of 
our glittering collection of dinner shoes and dancing sandids, all as gala as this most festive season. The buckles, on elastic 
bracelets, jewelled with rhinestones and! colored brilliants, from $3.00 to $18.00. Exclusive, of course. T Miter 
Wow Voc Westongron Pdiedeiphin - Bubtiamere White Plasse Rochester « Athamme (icy - Saimme st Abraham & Seren, Beocktra; L. Bamberger, Newer sic 
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new in Detroit: 

We tore the inside (balcony, boxes, etc.) out of the Majestic 

Theatre in downtown Detroit (21830 Woodward Avenue) and 

ended up with the largest studio we've ever seen... shooting 

space 100 x 100—40-foot ceiling —no pillars. 

We can shoot four major sets at one time—we are close to all 

styling sources—we have dormitories for visiting models and 

photographers—we have our own parking lot. 

We don't think we’re good because we're big. 

We do think we're good because our product is good. 
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new in New York: 

Our New York studio (New York's largest drive-in studio) on 

45th Street became so crowded some of our clients com- 

plained...that things were sometimes hectic...for example... 

a live elephant and a donkey on one set...Rex Harrison, Julie 

Harris and Cecil Beaton on another....A Christmas tree and 

much Samsonite luggage on another...and a Pepperell set 

coming down...so...we’ve taken a separate group of studios 

including ground floor, second floor and one walk up sky lite 

studio (and another kitchen ...we now have two complete 

kitchens for your food requirements) at 214 East 41st Street. 

We're now able to give more personal attention and privacy 

when necessary to all of our clients. 

CONTACT 

Bill Symons + Clare Mallison 

Ed Rager - Bernie Telkamp 

| j =o ee | Marsh Gorton In DETROIT 

PHOTOGRAPHERS 

=n MU RRAY al [ LL de 0087 Ernst Beadle - Cecil Beaton 

Henry Clarke - Santé Forlano 

George Greb - Wm. Grigsby 

Don Honeyman « Bruce Knight 
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THE MOST ESTHETICALLY ADVAN 

25th Anniversary Car Card for 
Museum of Modern Art... De- 
signed by Leo Lionni .. . printed 
by Davis, Delaney Inc. 

Album cover, “T. S. Eliot read- 
ing Poems and Choruses’’...De- 
signed by Barbara Cohen and 
Marianne Roney . . . Printed by 
Turck and Reinfeld. 

Westvaco Inspirations for Print- 
ers No. 198 . . . Designed by 
Bradbury Thompson . .. Photo- 
graph by Ben Somoroff . ° 
Printed by Beck Engraving Co. 

Christmas card for Ben Sack- 
heim Inc. .. . Designed by Irwin 
Goldberg . . . printed by Sandy 
Printing and Offset Co. 

Christmas mailing piece for Les- 
ter Rossin Associates Inc. . . . 
Designed by Lester Rossin .. . 
Art by David Stone Martin... 
Printed by Pictorial Offset. 

“Matinee Theater Kit” for NBC 
. Designed by John Graham 

of NBC and Herb Lubalin of 
Sudler @ Hennessey . . . Art, 
Carl Sacks . . . Photos, Irv Bahrt 

. .. Silk Screen by M. H. Lavore 
. . « Offaet by Kipe. 

Newspaper promotions to sum- 
mer theater managers, New 
York Times . . . Designed by 
Louis Silverstein and Herb 
Zweig . . . Printed by Ampco 
Printing Co. 

Oversize postcard for Schenley 
Laboratories Inc. . . . Designed 
by Elvira Biondi and Charles 
Atterbury ... Printed by Parish 
Press. 

House magazine, “Scope” for 
the Upjohn Co. . . . Designed by 
Will Burtin ... Photography by 
Wm. Noyes .. . Offeet by E. F. 
Schmidt . . . Letterpress by 
J. W. Clement. 

Booklet for Ampco Printing Co. 
... Art and design by Bill Sokol 
... Printing by Ampco. 

6) 

The 14th Design and Printing for Commerce 
Exhibition sponsored by the American 
Institute of Graphic Arts opened in New 

York April 19 at Freedom House, 20 W. 
40th Street. It closes there May 15 and is 

scheduled to tour the country including 
such cities as Chicago, Washington, and 

Kansas City. 
Included in the show are some of the most 

esthetically advanced pieces produced in 
this country during the past year. The show 

is really a double feature, including commer- 
cially printed pieces as well as the 50 Best 

Ads of the Year. Some from each category 
are shown here. Show chairman is Louis 

Dorfsman of CBS-Radio. P for C judges 
included Mildred Constantine, Souren | 
Ermoyan, Allen Hurlburt, Herb Lubalin, 

G. Don Shure, Jerome Snyder, and Charles 
Tudor. Judging the 50 Best were Vincent 

Di Giacomo, Herbert Matter, Paul Rand 
and Edward Rostock. @ 
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THE WORLD OF MODERN ART T. S. Eliot reading Poems and Choruses 
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Some of the 50 best ads of the year 

brilliance trom.cur evening glossary: fabulous shoe buckles to light up the perfectionist pump. Just one facet of 
glittering collection of dinner shves and dancing sandbds, all as gala as this most festive season. The buckles, on elastic 

ts, jewelled with rhinestones and! colired brilliants, from $3.00 to $1800, Exclusive, of course. T Miter 
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— Qe AN . 11) Designer: Peter Palazzo 
a PRS ( ‘ e F a Art: Andy Warhol 
; ites ase 4 ' pomp! ie Client: I Miller & Sons Inc. 

12) Designer: George Tsacherny 
Art: George Tscherny 
Client: Herman Miller Furniture 
Co. 

13) Designer: Arthur Harris 
Art: Herbert Leupin 
Client: Permacel Tape Corp. 
Agency: Young & Rubicam 

14 — Designer: Joseph Shaw 
Art: Saul Steinberg 
Client: Simplicity Pattern Co. 
Inc. 
Agency: Franklin Bruck 
Advertising Corp. os PR a ot pron by Mocs oe Barter 

15 — Designer: Alvin Chereskin 
Photography: Donald Mack 
Client: Dunbar Furniture Corp. 
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the first national visual communications conference is an unique 

(Frank Baker is President of the Art 
Directors Club of New York and Senior 
AD at McCann-Erickson, Inc. The idea 
for the National Visual Communica- 
tions Conference developed two years 
ago when Julian Archer was club Presi- 
dent. Mr. Baker and conference chair- 
man William McK. Spierer were among 
the boosters of the plan which becomes 
a reality at New York’s Waldorf-As- 
toria hotel during the week of June 4-8.) 

You can shop for ideas at the First 
National Visual Communications Con- 
ference—not just layout or illustration 
ideas but for new visual approaches to 
communicating effectively in any printed 
media or on TV. 
A full program of discussions on such 

topics as how to capture reader interest, 
how to apply research findings, new con- 
cepts of color, understanding the taste 
and symbols of the middle income 
group, the role of art in persuasion will 
parallel the presentation of the New 
York club’s 35th Annual Exhibition of 
Advertising and Editorial Art. 

Newest and best techniques 
The exhibition itself is a tremendous 

presentation of new and exciting ways 
of presenting ideas. You can shop for 
ideas here. You can borrow them and 
adapt them to help solve your problems. 
This is no art show. It is a demonstra- 
tion of the newest and best techniques 
in visual communication. 
To be sure that all advertising men 

ippreciate the value of the show as a 
‘ource of ideas it is deliberately not be- 
ing held in an art gallery. The show 
will run for one week only at the 
Waldorf-Astoria. Here it will be con- 
venient to those attending the confer- 

\rt Direction May 1956 

ence programs and to ad men and 
business executives. Here it will attract 
an ad and selling minded audience. 

The running of the show and the 
subsequent publishing of the Annual 
in the Fall are a great enough under- 
taking for the club. But it was decided 
to commit even greater amounts of 
money and effort than ever before to 
sponsor the conference simultaneously 
with the show. Just as the New York 
club was the first to sponsor a show and 
publish an annual, 35 years ago, it is 
emphasizing its continued leadership 
in visual communications thinking by 
being the first club to sponsor such a 
conference. 

No solos here... 
Advertising is a more complicated 

business than ever before and the AD 
is less a soloist, more a member of a 
team than in the past. As such he can 
be a leader or be submerged. The AD 
must work with marketing analysts, 
readership and motivational research- 
ers, among others. The conference aims 
to help these different parts of the team 
work together better and to help the 
AD take and maintain a position of 
leadership in the group effort. 
To be a leader on such a team the 

AD must be more than a layout man, 
and it is one of the objectives of the 
conference to help round him out with 
an understanding of such related prob- 
lems as marketing, research, and pro- 
duction. 
What impression does the show itself 

give to advertising and sales executives? 
It is conceivable that sometimes it gives 
the wrong impression—the impression 
that the pieces shown are picked solely 
for their beauty, or that the medal 
winners represent the AD’s idea of the 

IDEA MARKET 

by Frank Baker 

most successful ads. 
Neither of the above impressions are 

intended and they should not be per- 
mitted to take hold. The show does 
represent pieces that are advanced 
esthetically. In this sense the winning 
pieces are not always the most success- 
ful from a merchandising or sales view- 
point. But, tho chosen for primarily 
esthetic reasons they are also so selected 
in order to bring to light new ap- 
proaches, new techniques, new ways of 
communicating visually. In this way 
ideas with great practical application 
in the near future come to light, ideas 
that can be borrowed and adapted and 
perhaps in a few years used for most 
effective selling purposes. The show is 
an idea market where good taste and 
good selling come together. 

The conference, running with the 
show, puts the show into focus and em- 
phasizes the role of the AD in advertis- 
ing. As such, it should be a boon to 
the whole profession. 

Esthetics & business 
Everyone, in advertising is really in 

the picture business, in the business of 
visual communications, and for this 
reason a large number of agency and 
client ad executives are expected to 
attend the conference and view the show. 
With the expected heavy business 
minded audience in mind, the judges of 
the show will be asked to blend their 
esthetic considerations with a considera- 
tion of the objectives of the piece and 
an estimate of how well the piece ac- 
complishes its objective. 

Reservations and additional informa- 
tion about the show and the confer- 
ence may be obtained from the club 
headquarters, 115 E. goth St., New 
York 16, MU 5-4340. - 



new directions in typographic design 

award winners in 2nd annual TDC show 

emphasize more dynamic role of type in overall design 

An increasing use of type to provide impact and visual excitement in contemporary 

the Com posinm 

ads and promotional material was evident among the more than 100 pieces cited for 

awards of typographic excellence by the Type Directors Club. 

The competition was national and drew over 1000 entries from coast to coast, 

including Canada. The winners were displayed and critically discussed by a panel at 

the third session of the TDC 1956 lecture series. 

Introducing the material, show chairman Mahlon A. Cline stressed the aim of the 

show to feature material in which typography was the predominant visual element, 

thus giving the TDC show a purpose not served by other ADC and AIGA shows 

which emphasize illustration and overall design. Visual excitement, rather than seer 

competence in solving a problem, was the guidepost for the judges. 

Throughout the show, as Mr. Cline noted, pieces were outstanding for their tastef 11 

use of one or more of the following devices that contribute to visual excitement in 

printed matter: contrast of size in elements; contrast in direction, tone value, sp ce 

useage, type form; unusual positioning of elements; use of color in type or in blocks 

to create visual shock; unusual integration of type with illustration. 

The panel of critics that helped Mr. Cline with the analysis of the pieces included 

Aaron Burns (Chairman of the TDC lecture series for 1956), Freeman Craw, Gen 

Federico, Edward Gottschall, Herbert Lubalin, Herbert Roan, and Hal Zamboni. 

Some of the winning pieces are shown here. e 



AIGA Printing for Commerce announcement, by Gene Federico. 
Type specimen booklet for The Composing Room by Aarcn Burns. 
Small newspaper ads for CBS Radio, by Louis Dorfeman. 
Booklet for Ford Motor Company by Jerome Gould. 
Folder for Olivetti, printed by Davis, Delaney and designed by Giovanni Pintori. 
Magazine ad for Herman Miller Furniture Co., by George Nelson. 

. & 8. Sectional divider pages for book, “Freedom of the American Road”, 
Designed for Ford by Bradbury Thompson. 

9. Magazine ad for Advertising Agencies Service Co., by Glenn Foss. 
10. Magazine ad for Wm. S. Merrell Co., by Herbert Lubalin. 
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Letterhead for Association of Graphic Designers by Sylvester Brown. 
Newspaper ad by Richard Loew for Vogue Magazine. 17. 
Magazine ad by Herb Lubalin for Sudler & Hennessey. 
Inside cover pages by Bradbury Thompson for Westvaco. 
Letterhead and envelope etc. by H & M Zelenko. 
Folder for Television Association of Philadelphia by Mel Richman Studios. 
Letterhead by Bob Gill. 



upcoming designer Richard A. Martin 

Dick Martin was born in Hamburg, Iowa, 25 
years ago. He majored in art and graduated the 
University of lowa just three years ago. Then 
followed a hitch in the army. Right now he is 
living in Tarrytown, working for L. W. Frolich 
& Co., New York, and doing freelance designing. 
Hobbies include silver smithing, three dimen- 
sional designing, and illustration. William Fred- 
ericksen is his freelance representative. @ 
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1) Broadside: My Father ' : 7 
Designing, composition and printing by Gor- 
don Martin. Des 2 
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2) Catalog: Artists of Chicago and Vicinity 

Designed by Lynn Martin for the Art Institute 
of Chicago. Composition by Monsen-Chicago, 
Inc. Engraving, printing and folding by 
Nathan W. Rubel Company. 

‘ J 

3, Booklet: Art Directors Club of Chicago News 
Bulletin (Aspen Issue) 
Designed by Dean Straka, Susan Karstrom, 
Robert Ertell, LeRoy Winbush and Joe Toma- 
zich. Composition by Monsen-Chicago, Inc. 
Printing and binding by Rider & Dickerson 
for A.D.C.C. Illustration on cover by Herbert 
Bayer. 
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4) Book Jacket: Puritanism in Old and New : li 
England . —_— any © 
Designed by Greer Allen for the University Chr ) 
of Chicago Press. Composition, engraving and aiTis 
printing by the University of Chicago Press. invita 
Illustration from Thomas Bewick engraving 
—19th Century. 
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5) Book: The Crockett Almanac The 1 
Published by the Caxton Club, Chicago. De- . apiece 
signed by Albert Schlag. Art Director, Walter P : 
Howe, Composition, engraving, printing and : adver 
binding by R. R. Donnelley and Sons. Com- ; iffe 23 i adver 
pany, The Lakeside Preas. entrie 
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6) Christmas Greeting: Peace 
Designed by Lawrence Muesing. Composition 
and printing by Gordon Martin. Engraving 
by Lawrence Muesing. 

7) Package: The Great Books Marti 
Published by The Great Books Foundation. E 
Designed by Bruce Beck. Art Director, Robert ° Foley, 
Hemingway. Composition by Claire Mahoney. ' ’ . f ~ ia. A Seve 
Printing and binding by R. R. Donnelley & 
Sons Company. Sears 
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Left to right: Noel Martin, Lester 
Beall, Herbert Bayer. 

Photograph of the Jury, taken by . i 
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T ie Society of Typographic Arts egth Annual Exhibition of 
Des zn in Chicago Printing ran at the Art Institute of Chicago, 

Maich gist to May 6, 1956. 
J ne members of the Jury, Noel Martin, Lester Beall and Herbert 

Bay r selected 89 pieces from the nearly goo items submitted. The 

Charman of the Exhibition Committee, Lawrence Muesing, 
announced that a Certificate of Excellene has been awarded for 
eacli item accepted for this annual show. 
The 8g pieces include examples which fit into 17 of the 23 

catezories eligible for consideration in the competition which 
mB atr.cted outstanding designs, whether for books, commercial booklets, 

—_ 
= 

advertising, catalogs, packages and folders, as well as broadsides, 
posters, book jackets, stationery, Christmas cards and magazine covers. 

In the current show more packages were accepted than items in 
any other category, 13 in all. Folders were next with 12 items; 
Christmas cards and books followed with 9 each. Announcements and 
invitations were represented by 8, and newspaper advertisements 
with 6. In three categories, booklets, broadsides and stationery there 
were five each; and book jackets, magazine covers and catalogs, 3 each. 
The remaining categories were represented with but one item 
apiece, indicating that posters, portfolios, editorial designs, national 
advertisements, gift cards, direct mailing pieces and national 
advertisements were not outstanding designs or that the number of 

entries were fewer. 
Among the designers who have more than one example in the 

exhibition, the following names are familiar to those who follow 
Chicago graphic productions: Bruce Beck, Morton Goldsholl, Franz 

Altschuler, Lynn Martin, Susan Karstrom, Phoebe Moore, Gordon 
Martin, Alf Zusi, LeRoy Winbush, Dan E. Smith, Doug Lang, Fran 
Foley, Norman Perman, Hap Smith and Carl Regehr. 
Seven of the thirteen packages accepted, were designs executed for 

Sears Roebuck, the credits indicating that these were the work of 
seven different designers, so there can be no single designer in that 
organization with a monopoly at the design desk! Among the 
younger and less well known designers, sparkling examples were 
shown by Ralph Creasman, Hayward Blake, Lawrence Muesing, and 
Greer Allen. 
The three jury members who spent the better part of a long 

day selecting the 89 pieces, indicated in their remarks following 
the announcement of the winners, that the exhibition is a select show 
which illustrates clearly what good design can be. They agreed 
also that they didn’t notice any special trends in the designs 
submitted, but they had expected the quality of a larger percentage 
of the items considered to be higher. In view of the strictness of 
previous juries at S.T.A. competitions, it is perhaps worth noting 
that this jury was even more selective than their predecessors, these 
experts rejected go per-cent of the total number entered! 
As successful designers themselves, these men emphasized that the 

principles of design need to be learned by most designers of our 
day, and that it is wise to realize that the proper design solution 
for » poster, a package, a magazine or a book (whatever the media 
chosn) has to be different from the solution which may be correct 
for some other form of graphic presentation. e 

| 
Khibition of design in 

Chicago printing 
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Six teams of judges, including 36 of 
the nation’s leading designers, adver- 
tising production and art directors and 
lithographic experts judged the 1970 
entries in the 6th annual competition 
and exhibit sponsored by the Litho- 
graphers National Association. 

The competition is open to non- 
LNA members and in fact 119 non- 
member plants and 60 member litho- 
graphers submitted material. Entries 
were also received from printing buy- 
ers, including 132 national advertisers 
and go ad agencies. 

Winners were announced May 10 
at the LNA’s 51st Annual Convention 
in Chicago. The catalog of the show is 
being mailed to 25,000 buyers of 
printing. After a 3-day run in Chicago 
the show moves to New York where it 
will be on display at the Madison 
Hotel from June 4-8. Some of the 
winners are shown here. * 
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1) Booklets and pamphlets 
Lederle Bulletin for Lederle Laboratories 
Litkographer: Kindred, MacLean & Co., 
Long Island City, N. Y. 
A.D. Helen Staunton 

2) Direct mail, covers, inserts & signatures 
“Weathervanes”, for The Upjohn Co. 
Lithographer: The E. F. Schmidt Co., 
Milwaukee 
A.D. Will Burtin 

3) Packaging Material 
Jantzen International Set tag for Jantzen 
Inc. Lithographer: H. S. Crocker Co., Inc., 
San Bruno, Cal. 
A.D. Ed Mittelstadt 

4) Annual reports 
1955 Annual Report for Pennsylvania 
Railroad 
Lithographer: Ketterlinus Lithographic 
Mfg. Co. 
A.D. Alfred C. Strasser 

5) Quarterly and other reports 
Applications of Alcoa Aluminum for Alcoa 
Lithographer: The A. L. Garber Co., 
Ashland, Ohio 
A.D. R. G. Marsh Studios 

6) Self promotion, direct mail 
Haynes Lithograph Co., Silver Spring, Md. 
A.D. Jack Wood 

Folders & broadsides 
for Abbott Laboratories 
Lithographer: Runkle Thompson Kovats 
Inc., Chicago 
A.D. Bob Ryan 

7 — 

8) Direct mail, one or two colors 
High Fidelity, booklet, for Bell & Howe: 
Lithographer: The Veritone Co., Chicago 
A.D. Corrine Gorr 

9) Direct mail, lithographers self promotion 
“Color Printing is our Baby’’, U.S. Printin 
@& Lithographic Co., Cincinnati 
A.D. Jack Kohlman 

10) Labels 
PIO Wine Label for Bartolomeo Pio 
Winery 
Lithographer: Consolidated Lithographin 
Corp., Philadelphia 
A.D. Eli Sheller 

11) Labels 
Courtley Deodorant Label for Courtley Co 
Lithographer: Schmidt Lithograph Co., 
San Francisco 
A.D. J. Chris Smith 

Art 
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Seattle’s 

One piece of direct mail, art and design for which was created by 

photographer Art Hupy and artist-art director Robert Todd, won 
two of six Special Merit Awards in the Seventh Annual Advertising 
Art exhibit presented by the Seattle Art Directors Society in Frederick 
& Nelson’s 8th floor auditorium, April 7-14. 
Committee handling the show for the group included John Lee, 

Bob Cram, Robert Todd, Ted Rand, Paul Olsson, Art Browne, 
Roy Miller, Nick Kritikos, John McDonald, Irwin Caplan, Mits 
Katayama, Lloyd Pierce and Robert T. Matthiesen. Matthiesen is 
chairman of the board of the Seattle Society. 

Awards were presented at a joint luncheon with the Seattle 
Advertising and Sales Club April 10, with a total of 20 certificate of 
Merit Awards, six Special Merit Awards and one special mention 
Award given to Pacific Northwest artists for work published during 
the past year. 
A special mention award was given by the judges to Craftsman Press, 

Merv Bailey, art director, for encouraging the craft of the area. 
Craftsman conducts an annual contest among local artists for illus- 
trations for its calendar, with winning entries bought for reproduction. 
Winning entries were chosen from 166 pieces of advertising art 

hung in the show by a three man judging committee: Boyer Gonzales, 
University of Washington art department; Ed Mittelstadt, art 
director, Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, and Jack Myers, 
art director, Nelson, Carvell & Powel, Portland. A total of 635 pieces 
were submitted for the exhibition. 

Saul Bass, Los Angeles artist, was speaker at the awards luncheon. @ 
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Certificate of Special Merit Awards 

1) Fashion and style ad illustration 
Artist: Ruth Pande 
AD: Elizabeth Ryan 
Advertiser: The Bon Marche 

2) Fashion and style ad illustration 
Artist: Ted Rand 
AD: Myron Graypbdill 
Advertiser: Frederick & Nelson 

3) Direct mail, illustration 
Artist: Art Hupy 
AD: Bob Todd 
Agency: Metropolitan Press 
Advertiser: Metropolitan Press 

4) Direct mail, design of complete unit 
Artist: Nicholas T. Kritikos 
Advertiser: National Bank of Commerce 

5) Lettering and design 
Artist: M. Katayama, Studio Art 
AD: William Werrbach 
Advertiser: Ballard Smoke Shop 

6) Special Mention Certificate for Encouraging 
Craft in the Area 
Posters, point-of-sale advertising 
Artist: Swanberg, Bonath, Holt and 
Macdonald 
AD: Merv Bailey 
Advertiser: The Crafteman Press 

Merit Awards 

7) Direct mail, design of complete unit 
Artist: Dick Nelms, Bill Nellor 
AD: Doug Hanson 
Advertiser: Nelms, Nellor, Cauthorn & 
Hanson 

Trade magazines, design of complete ad 
Artist: M. Katayama, Studio Art 
AD: James Peck 
Agency: Miller, Mackay, Hoeck & Hartung 
Advertiser: King-TV 

24-sheet poster 
Artist: Studio Art 
AD: Peter Meilleur 
Agency: Pacific National Advertising Agency 
Advertiser: Oil Heat Institute 
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Robert Jones was born in Los Angeles and 
started cartooning at the age of 8. At 15, 
while still in high school, he was doing ani- 
mations for Warner Brothers’ Motion Pic- 
tures. After high school, he joined the Navy 
as an aviation radio man and gunner. When 
his military stint was over, he spent two years 

) at the University of Southern California and 
then two and a half years at the Art Center 
of Los Angeles. N. Y. and Charles E. Cooper 
studio was his next stop. All of Bob’s work 
is colored by his early interest in cartooning. 
His illustrations are full of fantasy, with 
children and animals often providing amus- 
ing touches. While in school he married Ann 
Burton. She is one of those beautiful Cali- 
fornia blondes. Now they have two children, 
Bobby (5) and Peter (1). They live at Hast- 
ings-on-the-Hudson. For a California “prune 
picker” he likes the east well enough but 
misses his favorite sport of skin diving. He’s 
great at it too and often catches a fish as big 
as himself. A wonderful guy who lives as he 
draws... with a smile. e 
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“Playboy's” art show Art Paul, AD 
of Playboy, 
magazine for 

men, checks exhibit of art used in the 
magazine. Show ran at Chicago's Es- 
quire Theatre Gallery and in Winnetka, 
is scheduled to travel. 

monthly entertainment 

1. G. Strobel named vice president at 
Walker B. Sheriff. Crea- 

t-ve AD for the agency, Mr. Strobel was 
!ormerl AD with Foote, Cone & Belding; 
}\uthrauff & Ryan, and the Chicago Sun. 
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Chicago clips 

Recent exhibits at the STA Normandy 
House Gallery included the work of 
Jerome Gould. Mr. Gould is co-director 
of the i2-man design studio in Los 
Angeles (Gould-Smith Associates). He 
was Chicago born and studied art in 
Chicago and in L. A. He’s won a raft 
of awards for his work in recent years. 
He is also design consultant for such 
national accounts as Budweiser, Coca 
Cola, Max Factor, Ford Motor Co., Cole 
of California, Chrysler Corp., Prudential 
Insurance Co., among others....STA’- 
ers came East for a mid-April weekend 
visit at Lester Beall’s Dumbarton Farm 
..- IIT is offering $15,000 in prizes for 
best ideas on how new houses may be de- 
signed to harmonize with well-land- 
scaped grounds...Aims to stimulate 
thinking on harmony between exteriors 
and interiors of houses... 

Klumpp to Chicago Emil Klumpp, 
letterer and de- 

signer, who recently designed a new type 
face for American Type Founders, Mur- 
ray Hill, has just moved from New York 
to Chicago. A lettering artist and de- 
signer, he is president of The Headliners 
Inc., 63 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago. 
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NOW YOU CAN 

DESIGN, LAYOUT: 

PREPARE FINISHED 

ART FOR 

SILK SCREEN 

PRINTING 

FROM NAZ-DAR 

SILK SCREEN 

INK COLOR CARD 

Write for two cards. Give one fo your 
Silk Screen Printer and be sure to specify 
quality —— Silk Screen 

BE SURE FINISHED JOB IS 

IDENTICAL TO CLIENT OK'D ART! 

FOR PAPER. CARDBOARD, 
DISPLAYS, ETC. 

Write Dept. AD 

NAZ-DAR COMPANY 
461 MILWAUKEE AVE. 

CHICAGO 10, ILL. 

PAUL PINSON 

4 ‘hast Ohio Chicavo 11, Ulinais 

Supe rior ~-3 

the Gortotose. for precise work - 
the NORedge for close work - - 

both are ——, 
steel drawing board edges 

for data check with your dealer or write 
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ACCURATE 

PROOFREADING 

PART OF A COMPLETE TYPE SERVICE 

CHICAGO 11 
22 East Illinois Street 

LOS ANGELES 15 
928 South Figueroa Street 

WASHINGTON 1, D.C. 
509 F Street, N.W. 
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FOTO MASTER W 

PVT ada e (amore 

The FOTOMASTER Camera allows non-proportional 
changes of drawings or type. It stretches, heightens, 
squeezes, curves, changes perspective. and pro- 
duces outline and shadow effects. Samples of what 
the FOTOMASTER Camera can accomplish are 
shown below. 
Installation and operator training included in 
purchase price. 

FOTOMASTER 

gotten FOSO WASTER 

. FOTO M
ASTER ©oTO™asre®* 
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SS MODI-GRAPHIC ic 
215 E. NINTH ST CINCINNATI 2, OHIO 
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THE 

FLAX 

co. 

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS 

DRAFTING SUPPLIES 

176 N. Wabash Ave., 

Chicago 1, lll. FI 6-4395 

“None but the best” 

ARTISTS’ SUPPLY COMPANY 

209-215 NORTH WABASH AVE., CHICAGO 
RAndolph 6-8881 ANdover 3-8238 

Pard, Allsweet 
blanket Chicago market 

A six-month outdoor advertising cam- 
paign in Chicago and ten nearby mar- 
kets on Allsweet Oleomargarine and 
Pard Dog Food was the feature of a 
merchandising meeting attended by 
nearly one-hundred executives, depart- 
ment heads and sales representatives of 
Swift & Company at the General Out- 
door Advertising Company’s headquart- 
ers in Chicago, January 26. 

The Allsweet and Pard outdoor poster 
panels are in extensive coverage of 
Chicago, and the nearby markets of 
Evanston, Des Plaines, Oak Park, Blue 
Island, Aurora, Joliet, Waukegan, and 
Elgin, all in Illinois and Gary and Ham- 
mond both in Indiana. 

Different pdsters each month on All- 
sweet and Pard will feature humorous 
treatments. The January posters, the 
first up, show a large dog sitting on his 
master, asking “Where’s My Pard?”. In | 
the other a baked potato is saying “All 
us ‘taters love Allsweet . . . you will, 
too.” 

The full outdoor advertising program 
developed by Swift, the J. Walter 
Thompson Advertising Company and 
General Outdoor, was described in de- | 
tail to the Swift sales representatives 
and executives to acquaint them with 
its usfulness in their product sales to 
grocers and food stores. 

Robert Brown, Chicago manag:<r of 
grocery products for Swift; Kap Hal- 
verson, account executive of J. Walter 
Thompson; A. L. Cusick, Chicag: re- 
gional sales manager of General Out 
door, and Emmet Lowry, director of 
research and promotion of General Out- 
door’s Chicago branch, were the s):¢ak- 
ers 

Brown unveiled the Allsweet and 
Pard 24-sheet posters which are ! *ing 
used in the January showing. A olor 
film, “Big As All Outdoors,” de. rib- 
ing outdoor advertising, was show . by 
Cusick who also explained detai . of 
the Chicago region market covera ¢. 
The advertising program on the _7en- 

eral Outdoor panels in the near Chi- 
cago will be supplemented with ad- 
vertising in a number of publice ions 
reaching the housewife. 
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has been named AD at 
Robertson, Buckley & 

Gotsch, Inc. For the past 5 years Mr. 
Beck has been AD for Frank C. Nasher. 
He is a member of the Art Directors 
Club of Chicago and the Chicago Artists 
Guild. 

John H. Beck 

At 62, Harry 
Hult has a 
right to claim 

that Jules Verne was an old stick-in-the- 
mud. Artist Hult has worked and lived 
in some 50 countries around the world. 
Today he is art director for J. Walter 
Thompson, Chicago. 
“You can say I owe my life to the 

fact that I like to keep busy,” says Hult. 
“I mean I don’t like to waste time. Back 
in 1941 I read an American Cancer So- 
ciety pamphlet on cancer’s seven danger 
signals. I thought that one of them ap- 
plie 1 to me, and did I act fast!” 
Mr. Hult won his bout with cancer 

beceuse it was diagnosed in time . 
and treated in time. ASC asks how 
aboi.t you? Are you on the alert? 
Your best cancer insurance, says ASC, 

a -egular medical checkup. This year 
fight cancer with a checkup and a 
thec<. Give to the Societys’ 1956 Cancer 
Crus ide. « 

Checks check cancer, 
ask AD Harry Hult 
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tom goleas 

advertising illustrator 

experienced creator of fine advertising 
illustration... a sure professional 
draftsman of all subject matter, and 
masterful craftsman of all mediums... 
creative advertising illustration at its best. 

BUNDY-FREIDAY STUDIO, INC. 

185 n.wabash « chicago 1, illinois 

smo-o-o-oth 

You know that fine pen and ink work demands the smooth- 
est possible illustration board. So why ask for trouble 
. « « instead, ask for Crescent! 

Crescent’s rag content stock is pressed between giant super 
calendars (see illustration) to give you this extra smooth 
finish, the perfect working surface for pen and ink. Cuts 
errors, saves you time, helps you do work you can be 
proud of — work that sells! 

You can be sure, too, of superior stamina and correct 
whiteness when you choose Crescent illustration board. 
Test it yourselfl See your art dealer today! 

CHICAGO CARDBOARD COMPANY 

12420 N. Homan Ave. > Chicago 51, 111. 8 



...in the big, new 

Lambert Jubilee Catalog 

Money is but one of the hundreds of sub- 
' jects to be found in the new, king-size 

JUBILEE CATALOG now available to ad 
j men, publishers and all men and women 

who require refreshingly new approaches 
in photographic illustrations. Over 1500 
photographs are presented on a wide 

| variety of subject matter to provide an 
illustration workbook without parallel on 
today’s market. It is the largest and best 
of its kind ever offered—or jer yours today ! 

HAROLD M 

LAMBERT STUDIOS 
2803 Cheltenham Avenue 

Philadelphia 50, Pa 
MAijestic 5-1400 

DO... 

6000 

INDUSTRIAL 

RETOUCHING ! 

Stillmun Art Service 
WALNUT 2-4842 

12 S$. 12" ST., PHILA. 7, PA. 

Philadelphia Art Supply Co. 

Philadelphia's most complete stock of 
art and drawing materials. 

® Craftint 
* Zipatone 

* Bourges sheets 
® Kemart materials 

* all graphic art supplies 

Send for our 200-page catalog 
on your letterhead 

25 S. Eighth St. * Philadelphia 6, Penna. 
MArket 7-6655 * Prompt delivery service 

in Philadelphia 

Scully in N.Y. for Richman 

Frank Scully, of Mel Richman Studios, 
a member of the Philadelphia Contact 
Staff for the past seven years, is now 
representing the Mel Richman Studios 
of New York at 270 Park Avenue. 

Scully, formerly a free lance designer, 
is a LaSalle College graduate and is 
now participating as a Recruiting Of- 
ficer in the Naval Reserve. 

50 Books show in Philadelphia 

The Fifty Books of the Year 1955 show, 
the 34th annual such exhibit, opened at 
the Poor Richard club in Philadelphia 
May 8, with the exhibit moving next 
day to the Free Library for two weeks. 
Later shows are planned for the Corn- 
ing Glass Works museum and for the 
Wellesley College library. The show 
consists of examples of the best in Amer- 
ican book design, selected by a jury of 
distinguished men of the book world. 

Cullen, Hoover join Richman 

Advertising designers Edward G. Cullen 
and John E. Hoover have joined the de- 
sign group at Mel Richman Studios. 
Mr. Cullen has won numerous awards 

for the excellence of graphic and dimen- 
sional design during the past six years. 
A member of the faculty at the Phila. 

delphia Museum School af Art where he 
“instructs in Dimensional Design, Mr. 
Cullen is past vice-president of the Phila- 
delphia Art Directors Club and a mem- 
ber of the National Society of Art Direc- 
tors. 

Mr. Hoover’s previous experience in- 
cludes two years as a free lance advertis- 
ing photographer and art director for 
the promotion department of TV Guide 
Magazine. He has exhibited in the Phila- 
delphia Art Directors’ shows for the past 
three years, has won awards for bro- 
chures in a Chicago Graphic Arts and 
Printing Show, and is graduate of the 
Philadelphia Museum School of Art. 

Kurnit - Gel- 
ler Assoc: ates, 
New York, 

specialists in creating and producing 
sales promotion and  merchand)sing 
pieces displayed some of their wor! in 
the main lobby of Philadelphia’s N. W. 
Ayer agency for a two weeks showin«. 
The display featured a “Sample Tree 

designed by the KGA staff. It stretc ed 
from floor to ceiling and had ir gu 
lar metal arms and displayed var us 
printed items. Balance of the dis: lay 
featured enlarged photos showing K >A- 
ers at work. After leaving Ayer, the 
exhibit was put on at Ruthrauff & F yan 
in New York and is showing at o her 
New York agencies during the Sprir ;. 

N. W. Ayer features 
Kurnit-Geller display 
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Art Alliance honors 
Catherine Drinker Bowen 

The 1956 Art Alliance Medal of Achieve- 
ment was awarded to Philadelphia novel- 
ist and biographer Catherine Drinker 
Bower for her “advancement of or out- 
standing achievement in the arts.” 

In presenting the medal, AA president 
Laurence H. Eldredge said Mrs. Bowen 
“Has elevated the art of narrative biog- 
raphy to a high level and has won for 
herself a permanent niche of honor in 
the field of literature...there is music 
and poetry in her sentences and the 
thought emerges with limpid clarity...” 
Mrs. Bowen is the author of “Yankee 

from Olympus”, “John Adams and the 
American Revolution”, and “Beloved 
Friend”, biographies of Justice Holmes, 
John Adams and Tchaikovsky respec- 
tively. 
Scheduled for publication this year is 

Y Wat- Sh aclait- mali, me: Vall- tt 

Merks end erases like pen- 
cil — greaseless, takes ink 

| and wash perfectly with BLUE 
no “holidays”. YELLOW Handy in boxed rolls GRAPHITE 
12V/> in. x 12 Ft, 
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her biography of Sir Edward Coke, Lord 
Chief Justice of England who lived from 
1552 to 1634. 

3D on the hoof A fourth three-di- 
mensional painted 

bulletin featuring the “Breuninger Cows” 
has been installed in Philadelphia. 

Edward Breuninger, Sr., president of 
the Breuninger Dairy Company, is 
shown signing a three year contract with 
the General Outdoor Advertising Com- 
pany for the four 3-D bulletins. The 
newest is located on the roof of Gen- 
eral Outdoor’s new Philadelphia branch 
building located at Erie Avenue and 
Front Street. 

The bulletins are approximately fifty- 
five feet long and fifteen-and-a-half feet 
tall. The cow and bull heads are six by 
fourteen feet. 
The “Breuninger Cows” are also lo- 

cated at Broad Street and Roosevelt 
Boulevard; at 7121 Ogontz Avenue, and 
at 6624 Caster Avenue. The first of these 
units, the one on Ogontz Avenue, was 
lighted in September, 1954. 

These painted bulletins are among the 
most colorful and impressive in the Phil- 
adelphia area, and represent one of the 
most forceful outdoor advertising pro- 
grams of any dairy in the area. e 

Nine ways to trap that idea! 

Art direction—consultation and design 

Illustration—photography and art 

3 Dimensional art 

Packaging 

Promotional material 

Point of sale 

Phone WAlnut 2-3690 

ASSOCIATES 

910 CLINTON 8ST., PHILADELPHIA 7. PA. 
65 
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client: RCA Victor 
agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc. 
art director: Porter Caldwell 

ready-to-use- 
art for offset! 
Cx — 

EKTACHROME RETOUCHING 

CLIP BOOK OF LINE ART 

CLIP BOOK OF TONE ART 

CLIP BOOK OF LETTERING §=y 
HURRY! Get generous free samples of 
these famous time and money-saving art 
aids. Wonderful for offset. Just clip and 
paste. Ready for instant use. Surprisingly 
inexpensive. Write on your letterhead. 

Pleasantville 35, New Jersey 

MAX 

OLOR w. 

58 WEST 57th ST., N.Y.C. @ Cl 6-8712-3 

trade talk 

ART DIRECTORS BALTIMORE: wil- 
liam A. Hunter is 

the new AD at W. B. Doner. Formerly at 
Dodson-Krauss . . . BOSTON: Dave Niles has 
moved to 755 Boylston St. . . . Irving Sussman 
there also . . . Paul Giambarba is working 
again, home from Europe .. . Joe Fannell, 
studio head, in Rome . . . Bea Holmes is 
freelancing from Otis place . . . CHICAGO: 
Douglas E. Baxter now with N. W. Ayer, 
formerly with Federal Auto Products and 
four years as AD with Kottcamp and Young 

. . CLEVELAND: Al Kiefer to Fuller and 
Smith and Ross as AD. He came from Her- 
bick and Held, Pittsburgh printers, and before 
that was AD at Eli Lilly on “Physicians 
Bulletin” and “Tile and Till” .. . Jack DeWitt. 
from New York and McCann-Erickson, to Ful- 
ler and Smith and Ross as AD. . . DETROIT: 
Howard Schoenmeyer and Edward J. Woods. 
new members of the AD Detroit club, are at 
Ross Roy, Inc. . . . William F. Simpkins is 
the new AD of the national consumer and 
industrial products advertising agency, The 
Fred M. Randall Co. Simpkins was formerly 
with Grant Advertising HOUSTON: 
Roger I. Helm, AD at Aylin Advertising, has 
been elected a vice president . LOS 
ANGELES: Chuck Williams, recently AD at 
Warwick and Legler, is now with Fred Kopp 

Advertising and TV Art as sales rep... . 
NEW YORK: Geerge Erben, new executive 
AD at Hicks & Greist, came from Maxon, 
Detroit . . . Warren Perryman, new AD at 
Kenyon & Eckhardt, from Ketchum, MacLeod 
& Grove, Pittsburgh . . . Martin Stevens, from 
Grey Advertising to AD at Ogilvy, Benson & 
Mather . . . Associate AD Hal Florian, at 
Anderson & Cairns, was featured in his 
agency’s campaign of plugging personnel 

. . Cle Kinney. now with D'Arcy on the 
Packard account . . . Warren Rogers, jor- 
merly with Kudner, now with Compton... 
Richard Nathan, associate AD at The Rock- 
more Co., came there from Anderson & 
Cairns and the promotion dept. at CBS... 
Charles J. Freericks, AD at Ellington since 
1949, retired to enter the real estate business 
in Princeton, N. J. and write . . . James K. 
Fogleman, graphic director at CIBA, has been 
elected a director of the Alumni council for 
the Yale University school of architecture 
and design . . . Now with BBDO is Don Taff, 
formerly with E. R. Squibb . . . Edward Ro- 
stock is now a free lance and consulting AD 
at 244 Madison after leaving Irving Serwer 
Advertising . . . James Maloney. new AD at 
Donahue and Coe, from Lennen & Newell... 
Edward Rofheart. AD at Pines Publications, 
has been promoted to vice president... 

now 

client: America’s Elec 
and Power Companie: 
agency: N. W. Ayer & 
art director: Bob Mill 
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art director engraver 

\y 
HOW A MODERN 

COLOR LAB WORKS FOR BOTH 

wf hb 
Ka ART DIRECTOR OR EN- » 
2 @% —_ GRAVER submits original 
copy (transparencies, art, Carbros, Flexi- 
chromes) to the lab. Originals are dupli- 
cated to exact size of layout. Density, 
contrast and color corrections are made op- 
tically to preserve photographic image. 

t Wi ASSEMBLING the color cor- 
! rect, density correct and fin- 

ished units is the final step. Stripping and 
butt joins are cemented perfectly by our 
special process. Layout ratio is held exactly. 

-s 

i PREPARED COLOR COPY 
is now a single unit. Ready for 

“one shot” by the engraver. Saving by same 
focus, same exposure, corrected color. No 
more worries over retouched Carbros, 
“over or under” Ektas or weak Flexis. 

COLOR CORRECTIONS ore 
also locally controlled. ART 

DIRECTOR'S instructions are carried out 
to fit the need of the engraver. Backgrounds 
removed and added. Flesh retouched. Col- 
ors strengthened. Shadows opened and 
highlights softened. 

oe Led ‘ Aa 

‘ae SKILLFUL CUTTING of each 
' color unit to 1/100 of an inch, 

to the layout, by exacting technicians. Per- 
fect inserts made and complicated butt joins 
are daily tasks. 

3 DAYS LATER — Another 
Color Composite leaves the lob. PRE- 
PARED COPY designed to give the ulti- 
mate in QUALITY. We guorantee results. 

ROBERT CRANDALL ASSOCIATES, tne. 

petal 

THE LINE 
MOST IN DEMAND 
BY PROFESSIONALS 

AND AMATEURS 
ALIKE... 

BAINBRIDGE 

Famous 
for high quality 

since 1868 illustration boards 

drawing bristols 

mounting boards 

show card boards 

mat boards 

At all art suppliers 
in most popular sizes. 

CHARLES T. BAINBRIDGE'S SONS 
12-26 Cumberland Street * Brooklyn 5, N. Y. 

‘Steph n F. Whitman & Son Inc. 
v:N.\ . Ayer & Son 

directors’ Shuck Ax- Duane Gordon 

client: American Viscose Corp. 
agency: N. W. Ayer & Son 
art director: Dick Rucker 

Ar Direction May 1956 

NEW YORK 
270 park ave. 
plaza 5-0945 
PHILADELPHIA 
2009 Chestnut st. 
locust 7-7600 

client: Plymouth. Motor Corp. 
agency: N. W. Ayer & Son 
art buyer: Gordon Wilbur 
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FLEXICHROME 

QUALITY 

COMES WITH EXPERIENCE & PROGRESS 

WECO STUDIO - 14 EAST 39th ST. > MU 5-1864 

re 1 oo 

BY 

RETOUCHING 

Black & White & Color 

Archer Ames Associates 

MU 8-3240 501 Madison Ave. 

Ah, mudder love, that flow- 
ers with the gathering storm irvin pt berlin 

inc clouds in the hearts of cer- 
tain long-shot specialists. 

Rains come and rains go 

ARTISTS’ & DRAWING MATERIALS 

719 Eighth Avenue * New York 19, N.Y 

and the hags they bet, bog en Rta 
down in the stretch. Ignor- 
ing their misty mystique, we } ph , 
suggest KLEB studio pores plotegmper) 
as a good solid bet, rain or  TUDIOS 
shine, if you need... good 

design, layout, finished art, 
and mechanicals. 120 W. 50th St., New York, N. Y PL 7-5090 

2 West 47 Street + CI 6-2847 

trade talk 

Walter E. Grandburg is now AD at Kenyon 
& Eckhardt . . . William Dec, just now with 
Compton as AD, was ‘til now at BBDO... 
PITTSBURGH: Carl W. Wilson has been ap- 
pointed AD at Bond & Starr . . . He formerly 
was with Pittsburgh Ad Art... ST. LOUIS: 
Donald Klotz takes over as associate AD at 
Gardner Advertising. Formerly at Alliance 
Advertisers Service, New York, as AD... 
ST. PAUL: Frank V. Thornburg has been pro- 
moted to AD and manager at Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing .. . SAN FRAN- 
CISCO: Art Abel. after service with Jo Sinel, 
is now AD at BBDO... Also new at BBDO 
is Bob Biancalana, AD, from Boland Associ- 
ates . . . Tom Collard has left BBDO to free- 
lance . . . New AD at McCann-Erickson is 
Kendall Curry, from Foote, Cone and Belding 

. John Feeley replaces Bob Freeman at 
Charles P. Johnson. Feeley comes from 
McCann-Erickson . . . Freeman moves to De- 
troit and Campbell-Ewald to assist Jim Has- 
tings . . . Jack Allen left Foote Cone & Belding 
for Holst, Cummings and Myers 
SYRACUSE: New here is Frederic Berg as 
AD at Spitz Advertising, from production 
manager and AD for Herbert W. Frank of 
Boston. 

ART & DESIGN ATLANTA: new 
phone for Ad Design 

Studio is Emerson 8108-9 . . . BOSTON: Joseph 
Patti Advt. & Industrial Retouching to 543 
Boylston St . . . Dave Niles and Irving Suss- 
man both to 755 Boylston . . . Bea Holmes 
freelancing again from Otis Place 
CLEVELAND: Wally Green is new apprentice 
artist at McCann-Erickson . . . Link Haffner. 
formerly freelance and with Pitt Studio now 
an illustrator at Fuller & Smith & Ross... 
Baron Hoffer to Artists Studio from Morgan 
Studios . . . DETROIT: Harry Fairchild. sale: 
manager, McNamara Brothers, ran a week's 
showing in March of the studio's artists a 
the Biltmore in New York for the tuwn’s motor 
agencies. Among the illustrators shown were 
David Lindsay. E: tt McN Pauline 
Daniel, Theodore Lodigenski, Ted Paul anc 
Ted Kubit .. . Mack Stanley and Co. movec 
to larger quarters at 2895 E. Grand Blvd. 
Roland Alexander to vice president anc 
James Flatt to vice president and sales man 
ager of Technical Illustrators Inc. 
ITHACA, N. Y.: Francis S. Russell to VP an 
director of creative services of Laux Adve 
tising. He’s a 1948 graduate of Pratt Institut 
and former Laux AD . .. NEW JERSEY 
During April the New Jersey Twelve held « 
paintings show at Anson Newton's on Rout 
202. The following, all commercial ADs an 
artists, exhibited: Lou Hanke, Howard Mu: 
phy. Everett Sahrbeck, Homer Hill, Ke 
Olsen, Edward Turano, Jo Kotula. Stanle’ 
Sherwin, Andrew Nelson, Arthur Hawkin: 
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’ should mean creative layout, 

crisp lettering, intelligent retouching, 

sparkling illustration. To insure your 

getting all you expect, why not try 
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CREATIVE DESIGN FOR ADVERTISING - 136 EAST 67TH STREET, NEW YORK + PLAZA 9-4710-1-2-3 
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bite) FINEST ALL PURPOSE Vere) iste Vale 

NX 

HI-WHITE 

better for 

COMMERCIAL ART 

MECHANICALS 

OPAQUING 

RETOUCHING 

AIR BRUSHING 

SILHOUETTING 

LETTERING 

CORRECTIONS 

because it's 

SMOOTHER! 

WHITER! 

FASTER! 

WONDERFUL! 

TALENS & SON, INC. 

UNION, NEW JERSEY 
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Here at Kurshan & Lang 
controlling color is a highly 
specialized art. Duplicating 
Transparencies better and 
faster is but one of the many 
miracles performed in this 
complete color workshop. 

Other services include: 

@ EKTACHROME PROCESSING 
e@ DYE TRANSFER e@ CARBRO 

Color Prints for Reproduction 
@ FLEXICHROME MATRICES 
@ MASKING e@ PRINTON @ SLIDES 

/ ORK] | te 

~ os 

DUPLICATE 

Made in all sizes from any 

type of flat artwork or film 

to exact scaling for perfect 

engraver’s composites. Color 

aelga-laicleMelileM ele] iclild-teMiceMcl a 

isfy the most critical color 

advertiser, agency A.D. orP.M. 

Kurshan€ Lang 10 E. 46 St.,N. Y. 17, MU 7-2595 

FREE! 

2 HANDY GUIDES 

~ tL OVO VATED 
. v7 

SUN -TESTE 
VELVA-GLO 

COLOR SELECTOR... 
takes guesswork out 
of specifying fluo- 
rescent color for 
your silk screen dis- 
plays and painted 
bulletins. 
COLOR CARD...con- 
tains samples and 

suggestions for using Velva-Glo flu- 
orescent papers and cardboards. 

Write for yours TODAY 

RADIANT COLOR CO. 
830 Isabella St., Oakland 7, Calif. 

Manufacturers of VE LVA-GL °° 
Fluorescent Papers + Cardboards 
Screen Colors + Bulletin Colors 

Signcloth 11 

70 

@ illustration 
@ still life 
© lettering 
© retouching 
®@ comprehensives 
© layouts 
@ mechanicals 
@ flexichrome 

Cuy TAMBURO Srupies 
2 West 46th Street New York 36, N. Y. 

JUpson 2-4363-4-5 

li fotofiex 

s co. 

WHO ARE THE JOHNSTONE & CUSHING, 
NG COMIC 292 MADISON AVE., 

K SPECIALISTS? LE-2-1980 

No: 
Tv. 

~ WM 

trade talk 

Merrill Harvey. and Harvey Ward. . . NEV 
YORK: William R. McCarroll to 1620 Cato 
Ave., Brooklyn, his own ad art studio. . 
Art Cummings. formerly with Neely Assoc 
ates, now with Roy Germanotta Inc. . . 
Harry Fredman now being represented b 
Ann Cantor Studios, principles of which ar 
Ann Cantor and Ken Abbey, 2 W. 46th St 
JU 2-0578 . . . Victor Liebert has joined She 
don Rosenthal to form Rosenthal and Liebe 
Associates, a general creative art service, « 
114 E. 32nd St., MU 6-0032. Firm was fo:- 
merly known as Rosenthal & Brodis Assoc - 
ates . . . Society of Illustrators ran a mont 
long showing of 50 original paintings from 
award winning ad campaign of John Hancoc 
Mutual Life Insurance Co. thru May 4... 
Northrop Aircraft ads, via Ruder & Finn 
Associates, feature models rather than actuc! 
planes to tie in with “building for the future” 
theme . . . The Headliners new phone is 
OX 7-4820 .. . Harvey Kahn now repping 
fashion illustrator Sylvia Braverman . . . 
Rodgers Studios now at 65 E. 55th, PL 8-0982 

. . the AIGA’s 50 Books of the Year was 
plugged on Gilbert Highet’s April 3 WQXR 
program, “People, Places and Books”... 
Concord Artists Materials has moved to larger 
quarters at 190 Lexington Ave. .. . recent 
Johnnie Walker ad not only featured a Peter 
Helck painting but a pix of the artist at the 
wheel of his “Old 16," a 1908 Locomobile 
winner of the Vanderbilt cup . . Stan 
Fraydas Studio (formerly Studio 24) now at 
new quarters 144 W. 57th St., phone Clrcle 
5-6999 . . . M. Grumbacher Inc. has joined 
Winsor & Newton as a distributor of Saral 
Transfer Tracing Paper . . . Eric de Kolb, art 
and packaging director for Helena Rubinstein 
and Gourielli has resigned to open his own 
packaging firm at 20 E. 53rd St... . Steven 
Vegh’s painting, “Air-Minded Men Grow” 
will appear in a USAF poster this Spring . 
the City College Art Department is now in a 
new home on the recently opened South 
campus in Mark Eisner Hall . . . Sullivan, 
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles had a comprehe>- 
sive exhibit of the illustrations of Nick Cala- 
brese during week of April 9... OAKLAN), 
CAL.: John Black, Art Production Manager />r 
Kaiser Graphic Arts, moved to Kaiser A .- 
minum & Chemical Corp. as Production Mc .- 
ager. He will be succeeded at KGA y 
Frank Kuncel . . . KGA designer Bill Hert 
moving to Tulsa as Assistant AD at Pcl 
Locke Advertising . . . Bob Conover, industr 21 
ad designer now at KGA, formerly wih 
Boland & Associates in San Francisco a 
Ryder & Ingram Ltd. of Oakland 
PHILADELPHIA: Robert P. Grooms to 
dept. of Lewis & Gilman, was formerly ass s 
tant AD of Town Journal magazine ad 

I. 

Q. 

3 

editorial assistant on SEP .. . Richard * 
Baldwin from Mel Richman Studios to N. /. 
Ayer’s Art Bureau . . . Robert H. Holt also ‘0 
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Stan ° shiva standard oils * shiva caseins * shiva signature oils © shiva contemporary water tolors 
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Pc al , : a 2 fe] . ] and you'll find the finest colors are ground right here c 4 NAYS \ § , >. <a % A . : a i > iy in the U.S.A. by SHIVA. Maybe you always assumed 
the finest artist's colors were imported! True, many of 
the pigments are. We at Shiva import earth colors, 

cadiums, cobalt blues, etc. from England, France, Germany, 
Italy, Spain, Turkey, Cyprus, India, Malaya, South America. 
and Formosa. 
But the all-important formulation, mixing, grinding, and aging 
processes are done in our own Goethe Street plant in the very 
heart of Chicago. 
Yes, the manufacturing is done in the U.S.A., but our fine repu- 
tation is world wide. 
For quality colors . . . ask for Shiva! 

VOUOBIMOME FOR VOUR MONEY WITH SHIVA! SHIVA ARTIST'S COLORS . . ; 433 W. GOETHE ST. + CHICAGO 10, ILL. 4 +t Direction May 1956 71 
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FOR ALL YOUR 

PHOTOSTATIC 

PHOTOGRAPHIC 

and SLIDE 

REQUIREMENTS 

Here, under one roof, are technicians 
to handle all phases of photographic 
work. Full use of these expert serv- 
ices will save you time and money— 
and assure you of a swift, com- 
petent job! 

PHOTOSTAT SERVICES: 
@ Matte and Glossy Stats 
@ Quantity Stats in Register 
@ Color Stats from Flat or 3-D Art 

STATS ON ACETATE: 
@ Black, White or Color Stats 

on Clear Acetate 
@ Varicolor Prints 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES: 
@ Copy Photos 
@ Quantity Prints 
@ Enlargements and Displays 
@ Sepia and Dyed Prints 

SLIDE SERVICES: 
@ Lantern Slides 
@ 35mm in Color and Black 

and White 
@ Vugraph Slides in Color and 

Black and White 
@ Film Strips in Color and 

Black and White 
@ Printons 
@ Display Transparencies 

Additional services available to meet any 
individual requirements. Call today. Our 
representatives are always ready fo serve 
you. 

H|eeastér PRINTS INC. 

1168 - 6th AVENUE N.Y. JUdson 2-1396 

trade talk 

the Art Bureau, from George Fox Studios... 
the Art Bureau's Thomas E. Yerxa won the 
Benjamin Altman Figure Prize in the 13lst 
annual exhibition of the National Academy | 
of Design . . . Mae Gonzales is first distaff 
member of Mel Richman’s contact staff... 
PROVIDENCE: Stephen Anthony from art 
staff of Horton-Noyes to visual director, a 
new post, at Creamer-Trowbridge Advertis- 
ing . . . SAN FRANCISCO: Lettering artist 
Chuck Wertman now at Butte, Herrero & 
Hyde . . . SARASOTA: $1750 in prizes were 
awarded by the Sarasota Art Association in 
its 6th annual national exhibition. $1000 first 
prize went to Jean Wagner Willhite of Winter 
Haven for an oil. 2nd prize of $500 was won 
by Richard Roberts of New York and third 
award of $250 to Carol Bradley of Sarasota 

. WASHINGTON, D. C.: Joe Harrill and 
John Donaldson formed Design Directors at 
9th & Kearny, N. E.... Antonio Lopez is new 
AD at Robert Gamble advertising and Bill 
Bodenhamer is now at Ryan Advertising. 

AGENCIES Vogue Advertising. Irving 
Boker, owner, has moved 

from 29 E. 19 to new and expanded quarters 
at 175 Fifth Ave., OR 4-4333 .. . Other agency 
moves include: McCarty Co. from 1206 Maple 
Ave. to Wilshire Blvd. in Los Angeles... 
O’Grady-Andersen-Grey. Inc. from 952 N. 
Michigan Ave. to 720 N. Michigan in Chicaqs 

. Lawrence Peskin has moved to larger 
quarters at 40 E. 49 St... . Also Bernard 
Wiener, to 220 Fifth Ave. . . . Fairfax M. Cone, 
president of Foote, Cone and Belding, Chi- 
cago, has left his administrative duties for 
full time at creative. Fred Ludekens, leading 
artist, illustrator and designer, will work with 
Cone and will be elected a director of the 
corporation ... Name change: Morey, Humm 
& Johnstone, Inc., New York, is now known 
as Morey, Humm & Warwick ... David J. 
Mahoney has sold his agency to MacManus, 
John & Adams. He will be president of Good 
Humor Corp. . . . New Detroit agency is M. C. 
Wagner & Co., headed by Milton Wagner. 
Bob Beemer is associate. Address is Fine Arts 
Bldg, Detroit . . . In San Francisco a new 
agency is Mitchell, Murray & Horn, handling 
both advertising and public relations. Sonny 
Mitchell and Conn Murray, both of (formerly) 
Fred Gray & Associates, and Robert Horn. 
who was with Raymond I. Lang. Office is at 
251 Kearny St... . Advertising Associates of 
Philadelphia has moved to 524 E. Roosevelt 
Blvd. 

ADVERTISING W. E. Dermody of Gulf 
Oil, Pittsburgh, retired 

PROMOTION on his 65th birthday in 
April. He has been director of advertising 
since 1949... B. W. S. Dodge, who had been 
supervisor, retail layout and copy, takes over 
as director for advertising at Gulf... In 

Patterns of paranoic huck- 

sters and other grey-flan- 

neled cliches glut the mar- 

ket. Poor Joe, victim of 

two-dimensional character- 

izations, see enemies on all 

sides. KLEB studio 

has no “sick-Joes” but in- 

stead can claim a sane and 

creative staff capable of of- 
fering you . . . good design, 
layout, finished art, and 

mechanicals. 

2 West 47 Street + CI 6-2847 

MAR ALUMINUM 
a) inhalant 

y graduated T-squares | 

BRAID css ciscancissansiuestiad $5 
re $5.50 
RI ev sicscnrnesnsnnanss $6 

see your dealer 
THE FAIRGATE RULE COMPANY 

Dept. SN, Cold Spring-on-the-Hudson, New York 

IVAN T. SMITH 
sTuDIO 

oa TRoiIrT 
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lecmelemccencamari th Y FREDMAN is now with Ann Cantor Studios 

eaiiemeremitered, \\.Y.C. Other artists: Bill Teason, Erik Nitsche, 

arioemmcrucemiue (oe Edelstein, Jeremiah Goodman, Alex Kahn, 

Bimnescmmaemaciian ay Jonnson, Richard Erdoes, Robert J. Lee, 

BIEemellaeeaacmm ony Varady. 

Ann Cantor Studios 

2 West 46 Street JU 2-0578 

Sales Agents: 

dnn Cantor; Ken Abbey 
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#1 X-ACTO KNIFE—60¢ #3 X-ACTO PEN-KNIFE—$1.00 

Artists’ Oll Colors—Artists’ Water Colors SE ee: OTE re em esas 

, 9 Sl 

London Olli Colors—Designers’ Colors #5 X-ACTO KNIFE—$1.20 #2 X-ACTO KNIFE— 75¢ 

Scholastic Water Colors—Poster Colors 

Oll Color Sets—Water Color Sets 

Olis—Varnishes & Mediums 

OSSe pid 

Water Color Brushes—Olii Color Brushes 

You can draw with a knife. X-acto knives are im- 
qo portant drawing tools used in many media—silk screen, 

gw montage, friskets, scratchboard, linoleum blocks, etc. 
And the X-acto knife is also constantly at work for hat little extra gn t you in cutting, trimming and mat making. 

e P . of MPORTED ° The variety of blade shapes makes X-acto the “knife 
os yd iN 6 acto of many uses”... by changing blades in 2 seconds, 

t prices you can you have a keen, factory-sharp knife. 
902 BROADWAY, 

Send 25c for fully illustrated, 28-page X-acto Catalog. 

48-97 Van Dam Street, Long Islend City 1, N. Y. 
ford N. Y. 10, N. Y. 

C :nadian Agents: THE HUGHES OWENS CO.. LTD. Head office, MONTREAL 
C allfornian Distributors: THE SCHWABACHER-FREY CO., SAN FRANCISCO 
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LOR AGENGY 

ART DIRECTORS 

AVAILABLE NOW! 

If “impossible” deadlines are 

making your life miserable, why 

don’t you call MU 7-2172? That’s 

the number of Tosca, the art and 

photography studio that always 

gives you a better job. 

Like every other successful stu- 

dio, we’re loaded with talent. The 

big difference is in the quick, in- 

telligent and accurate way we 

interpret your wishes, our com- 

plete reliability and our absolute 

promptness. 

You'll be pleased with the way 

we handle your “‘little” jobs, too. 

We give lowly mounting jobs and 

humble paste-ups the same red 

carpet treatment that important 

illustrations and magazine cover 

photographs get. 

So for a better job fast, do as so 

many Art Directors are doing 

these days: 

“Call Tosca 

for fine, fast service!” 

tosca studios 

Art & Photography 

41 East 42nd St. 

Murray Hill 7-2172 
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trade talk 

Cincinnati, William Hausberg has been ap- 
pointed vice president in charge of advertis- 
ing of the Andrew Jergens Co... . In Dallas, 
John C. Simmons, from vice president and 
Dallas office manager, Ruthrauff & Ryan, to 
national advertising manager of Dr. Pepper 
Co. ... Emmett C. McGaughey, manager of 
the LA office, Erwin, Wasey & Co., to director 
and executive vice president . . . In Cleve- 
land, Louis A. Schweizer, senior account ex- 
ecutive, had been elected a director at Bay- 
less-Kerr Co. ... John R. Van Arsdale and 
Neil A. Gallagher from vice presidents to 
senior vps at Charles L. Rumrill, Rochester 
... At the same company, James S. Warren, 
Bruce W. Jones and Charles N. Gleason, from 
account executives to vice presidents .. . 
Charles H. Day. account executive at Fuller 
& Smith & Ross, Cleveland, has been elected 
vice president . . . James Beam will be adver- 
tising manager at Hughes Aircraft, Culver 
City, Calif. He comes from Paper Mate Co. 
where he was director of advertising .. . 
Nancy Dinsmore is now account executive 
and fashion consultant at Abbott Kimball Co. 
in Los Angeles, switching over from Glasser- 
Gailey Advertising where she was account 
executive .. . Dale Brubaker will be a mem- 
ber of Fred M. Randall Co. plans board, De- 
troit .. . From New York: Victor Seydel. vice 
president and director of the radio-TV depart- 
ment and Ralph Tanner, vice president and 
account executive, both at Anderson & Cairns, 
have been elected directors . . . Benjamin N. 
Lesk is the new public relations and publicity 
counsel at Lennen & Newell, coming from vice 
president and account executive at Institute 
of Public Relations . . . Burlington Industries 
announces Lovis Laun, chief of out-of-town 
offices, now adds to his duties those of ad- 
vertising director . . . Marjorie Greenbaum is 
vice president and member of the plans board 
at Foote, Cone & Belding, as well as being 
copy supervisor. She had been with Dancer- 
Fitzgerald-Sample, as vice president . . . Ed- 
gar E. Guttenberg has been named assistant 
advertising director of the Schenley Distillers 
Co. He had been former vice president and 
advertising director of Calvert Distillers ... 
David Ketner, advertising director of Interna- 
tional Latex Corp. for over a year, has been 
appointed vice president in charge of adver- 
tising . . . Cyril Lee Ellison, who started with 
Watson-Guptill publications in 1938, has been 
appointed vice president. 

TELEVISION Herbert L. Bachman has 
been named general man- 

ager of KEX in Portland, Oregon, coming from 
KPIX in San Francisco where he had been 
advertising and sales manager .. . Peter A. 
Cavallo, Jr. becomes vice president and asso- 
ciate director, TV and radio, McCann-Erick- 
son, New York, coming from J. Walter Thomp- 
son in Chicago where he was vice president 
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SERVICE 

DEPENDABILITY 

UNLIMITED PRINT SIZE 

SAVE TIME WITH 

THE RIGHT PRINT 

TECH PHOTO LABS. 

14 EAST 39th ST., N.Y.C. » MU 3-5052 

TO MIX OR MATCH 
difficult colors by formula...using the Code Color 
set of only eight colors. Double-ground tempera 
goes on smoothly, covers beautifully. If you want 
to save precious hours, do a better job... Code 
Color belongs in your studio. 

KIT CONTAINS: Two Color Wheels, Formule Book, Eight 
Dropper Bottles of special Code Color Tempera. 

COMPLETE 
KIT 

aes 

Refills in 2 o2., 8 oz. 
2814 DUNLEER PLACE © LOS ANGELES 64, CALIF. 

Kurt H. Volk, Inc. 
TYPOGRAPHERS 

228 East 45th Street 
New York 17,N.Y. 



‘rade talk 

nd manager of TV . . . Sarra Inc. has recent- 
* completed some TV commercials—Dodge, 
ennen, St. Joseph Aspirin for Children, Her- 
ert Tareyton . . . Gemex Corp. of Union, 

. J., watchband manufacturers, has signed 
Steve Allen. The corporation will participate 
ja the sponsorship of “Tonight.” ... Fred A. 
Niles Productions, Inc., newly formed motion 
picture company, to be producing TV com- 
rmercials ond films for theater, entertainment 
series of TV, and industry, is now located at 
22 W. Hubard St. Chicago . . . Ross Reports 
on Television reports TV film commercial pro- 
duction during 1955 grossed $25 million. 
Transfilm Inc. of New York was listed as the 
largest film commercial producer in the coun- 
try, accounting for eight to 10 per cent of the 
total dollar volume of the industry .. . Ray- 
mond Lind, administrative head of commer- 
cial TV art and production at Benton & 
Bowles, has been appointed vice president. 
Edward Mahoney. senior producer in the com- 
mercial TV department, was also appointed 
vice president . . . Gordon Webber was 
named a vice president as Benton & Bowles. 
He is TV copy supervisor .. . S. James An- 
drews joins Dan B. Miner Co. in Los Angeles 
as associate radio and TV director, moving 
from New York where he was assistant to the 
president in charge of TV and radio at Maxon 
. . . Freedoms Foundation has awarded a 
George Washington Honor medal to “Man of 
Action,” slum-fighting cartoon domumentary 
film produced by Transfilm for the American 
Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods ... 
Alfred R. Tennyson, is head of the commercial 
production department, a new post at Kenyon 
& Eckhardt, New York. He was TV producer 
. . . Changes at Dan B. Miner include: Al 
Buffington, to associate radio-TV director in 
charge of production; Kay Ostrander, execu- 
tive time buyer; Sylvia Schultz, time buyer; 
Barbara Ford, radio-TV coordinator . . . Mel- 
vus G. Furney has been appointed TV pro- 
duction manager of D. P. Brother and Co., 
New York . . .Video Pictures, Inc. has recent- 
ly completed TV commercials for Oldsmobile, 
Giass Container Manufacturers Institute, Mu- 
tual of Omaha, Old Spice, Halo Shampoo, 
Tcreyton, Gruen . . . Ken Wightman has 
joined Sarra, Inc. in TV and photographic 
sc es. He formerly had his own studio and 
reoresented a group of artists . . . Stephen 
Bc sustow, president of UPA, and Ernest Scan- 
lor, vice president, will establish branch of- 
fices in London . . . George Blake Enterprises, 
In.. produced Emil Mogul’s new Ronzoni Ar- 
ly .e Grey commercials... 

wg 

P AJOTOGRAPHY Jack Whitehead has 
been appointed di- 

te tor of photography and head cameraman 
at =red A. Niles Co., Chicago .. . Walter Sarff 
is at new and larger quarters, 13 W. 46 St., 

1 C36... Dr. Takeshi Mitarai, president of 
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Smudge Proof Layouts! 

without “fixing” 

You‘ve never used an art 
medium like MAGIC MARKER! Does 
so many old jobs better...so many 
new ones never before possible! 

a MUST in every 

Pp» Art Department 

Smudge-proof color layouts and comprehen- 
sives without “fixing”! Unusual new ef- 
fects! Quick, brilliant sketches! Signs, 
posters in a flash! Permanent decor me- 
dium! Color separation art made easy! 
Beautiful results on any surface — paper, 
wood, metal, plastic, glass, tapes, leather, 
overlays, gelatins. 

3 for $2 
REFILLS 25¢ 

NO LOOSE INK! NOTHING TO SPILL OR REFILL! ene nl 
INSTANT DRY! WATERPROOF! West Coast 

WRITES ON ANY SURFACE! 9 STANDARD COLORS! 

Fully Pat’d. U.S.A. 
Foreign Pot. Issued 

Send for Bulletin 21: 
macic marker in art’ SPEEDRY PRODUCTS, Inc., Richmond Hill 18, N. Y. 

cofor > 

i Of your fingert;,. 

MN 

ART DIRECTORS’ SET NO. 16 $54.00 
A complete assortment of the famous.GRUMBACHER 
FINEST Artists’ Quality Soft Pastels... 
chromatically arranged for instant selection 
in a compact, 4 tray, sturdy wooden box. 

396 pure pigment hues, tints and shades for the 
discerning art director and artist. Ideally 
suited for color layouts, visuals, comprehensives 
and finishes. Refills Always Available. 

AT YOUR FAVORITE ART STORE 

“jg, M. GRUMBACHER 
Inc. 

482 West 34th St. 
New York 1, N.Y. 

Ee 

“ s 

JOSEPH MAYER CO, Inc. = 
artist's materials .. . sign painter and 

HARRY C. DECKER, INC. displaymen supplies . silk screen 
materials. Agents for The International 
Cutawl - Balopticon. 
5-9 UNION SQ. « N.Y.3 » 

CARBRO & DYE TRANSFER 

FROM TRANSPARENCIES AL 5-7644 

AND SEPARATION 

NEGATIVES 

* 

MU 5-4295 / MU 5-4423 

404 Fourth Ave. - Room 1507 

ektachrome retouching 
DUPLICATES, ASSEMBLIES 

mildred medina 
270 PARK AVENUE « MURRAY HILL 8-0270 



Camera a 

Clix: (2k 

19 WEST 44th ST., NEW YORK .36 

MUrray Hill 7-6112 

trade talk 

Canon Camera Co., Japan, was honored in 
New York recently at a reception held at.the 
factory branch, 550 Fifth Ave. . . . Two Jap- 
anese gardens are features of the new show- 
room. Designer was Stanley R. Rosenberg, of 
Sirof and Rosenberg, who used Jananese ver- 
milion and Canon green color schemes... 
FPG is now representing Commander Attilio 
Gatti, he of the famous photographic expedi- 
tions to Africa . . . Wallace Elton, AD and 
vice president of J. Walter Thompson, ad- 
dressed the first Business Management semi- 
nar of the Photographers Association of 
America . . . Charles Kerlee, Arthur d’Ara- 
zien, Edgar d’Evia and Halleck Finley, all of 
New York, and Wesley Bowman of Chicago, 
held a round table discussion on photograph- 
ic illustration . . . Modernage Photographic 
Services, 319 E. 44 St., produced the prize- 
_winning pictures the Popular Photography 
contest displayed at Kodak Grand Central 
Showroon ... John J. Alves, president of the 
Master Photo Dealers and Finishers Associa- 
tion, received a plaque from Graflex for ser- 
vices rendered to the industry. 

DEATHS William Bloom, advertising art 
director of the Chicago Ameri- 

can, aged 62 . . . Carroll Sargen Tyson, Jr.. 
artist and collector, aged 78. His landscapes 
and paintings of birds were widely ac- 
claimed. He was a noted collector of paint- 
ings of the Impressionist school . . . Hale 
Williamson, associate photography editor of 
the New York World-Telegram and Sun, 64. @ 

Cover designer 

. the leaves are turning green in May 
from the black-and-white of winter...” 
says Chicago designer Susan Karstrom of 
her cover for AD. 

Miss Karstrom is an associate with the 
Dekovic-Smith Design Organization. She 
has been with them for almost two years. 
Previously she had been an AD with a 
publishing firm. Miss Karstrom is widely 
known for her STA activity as well as 
for her creative ability. She is President 
of the STA (their show is reviewed in 
this issue) and recently received a gold 
medal from the Art Directors Club of 
Philadelphia for “outstanding service in 

MORILLA invites you to try 

CANSON 

INGRES 
and discover the most impressive 
line of colored drawing papers for 
Pastel, Charcoal, Crayon, Casein; 
for Mats, Block Printing, etc. 

Canson Ingres, masterpiece of the 
ancient Canson & Montgolfier mills in 
France, has been used by the world's 
great artists for generations. The re- 
markable ‘'Portraits Dessines’’ by the 
famous French Artist, Jean Dominique 
Ingres, (1780-1867) were executed on this 
handmade paper bearing his name. 

@ 24 colors from white to 
Stygian black 

@ 100% rag content 
@ Handmade, gelatine sized 
@ 4 deckle edges 

The unmechanical grain of Canson 
Ingres produces a depth and luminous 
beauty unattainable on other surfaces 
and lends itself to all techniques and all 
effects. Sold in art shops at Iéc a sheet. 

Sample book to artists on request 

The MORILLA Gompang 
330 E. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y. 
706 So. Magnolia, Los Angeles 5 

For Artists’ Needs 
FAIR PRICES SINCE 1868 

IN NEW YORK 
E. H. & A. C. FRIEDRICHS CO 

e 37 EAST 28th STREET 
LExington 2-0300 

e 40 EAST 43rd STREET 
MUrray Hill 2-2820 

e 140 WEST 57th STREET 
Circle 7-6607 

IN PHILADELPHIA 
HENRY H TAWS, INC 

e 1527. WALNUT STREET 
Rittenhouse 6-8742 

‘ PHONE FOR PROMPT SERVICE 

graphic arts.” ae 

Quality PLANTS 
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EXACTING 630 FIFTH AV 
JSOBSeee 200 MADISO? AVE 
MATTE 
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— three 
STANLEY GLAUBACH , 
WATKINS 9-3359 dimensional 

design 

VALUABLE INFORMATION FOR 
COMMERCIAL ART STUDENTS 
AND PROFESSIONALS... 
e salaries, earnings, in actual 

figures of most categories 
guide | ° free-lance prices 

. | e trade pointers, trade terms 
| e Salaries for beginners 

by K CHIN] » mistakes many beginners make 
e many art positions do not 

require drawing ability 

an important book! 

Advantages and disadvantages . . . 
of working for a studio 
of working for an advertising agency 
of free-lancing 

This book helps you avoid mis-steps that 
could retard your career 

for cloth bound edition send $2 to P°SXAS* 

COMMERCIAL ARTISTS GUIDE 

P. 0. Box 146, Grand Central Station, N.Y. C. 

commercial 
artists 

an 

viewers 

Used by nearly all New York 
are: color plate makers. 
For nformation: 
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every ad 

(Continued from page 12) 

sciously—that their ads communicate 
fairly accurately, most likely, the kind 
of tastes and preferences with which the 
store’s management bases decisions— 
how clerks ought to look, what lay-out 
will attract customers, how an area 
should be remodelled to be more at- 
tractive, what kinds of merchandise 
should be pushed next season, etc.— 
these decisions stem from the same roots 
of judgment as do advertising “O.K.’s” 
and preferences. This is probably true, 
in spite of the “rules” and “standard 

: procedures” the store may believe it 
follows in a rote fashion. 

This is not, of course, always the case. 
With two of the stores studied, the ads 
seemed to communicate an image sig- 
nificantly divergent from the store’s 
image in its own town. In one case, an 
and extremely high-status styling, an 
ad with exaggerated use of white space 
image was deduced from the ad which 
placed the store much higher (and out- 
of-reach) for the majority of the read- 
ers. In its own home town, this store 
was known as a high status store, but 
not one which people of moderate 
means would completely avoid. In our 
second case, the ads communicated a 
markedly lower status than is true of 
the store; we believe primarily through 
crowding a lot of merchandise into the 
ad, and using unrelieved, heavy black- 
and-white illustrations with __ little 
shading. 

The results of this research clearly 
indicate that department store ads com- 
municate in striking and emphatic ways 
about the stores. Housewives show a 
great deal of interest in department 
store ads, and seem to use them con- 
sciously and fully to learn about the 
stores they might shop in, and to de- 
cide which stores are most appropriate 
to them. 

However, department store manage- 
ments usually think of their ads _pri- 
marily as selling particular merchandise. 
Our conclusion is that the reader may 
“hear” something very different from 
what the advertiser “said’”—which is not 
good communication! 

This study emphasizes that, in addi- 
tion, every ad sells the store as a whole 
—this is something which should not be 
overlooked since the long range effects 
of ads which sacrifice the store’s image 
to immediate sales can be quite damag- 
ing. It seems likely that all of the ad- 
vertising for a store should be screened 
with the central question in mind, 
“What will women think of the store 
because of this ad, and is this what we 
want them to think?” * 

Largest Selection! 

Hand Lettered 

Alphabets 

Supplied in multiple letters 

on micro-thin acetate sheets 

with adhesive back 

Letter it with 

AD-letter 

THIS NEW QuUICK 

EASY WAY 

1h gual hand lads 

Cot Cheete and FREE 

catalog of 117 styles at 

your art supply dealer 

Many wew styles JUST UT / 

Merely cut out letters with razor blade, as- 
semble on light blue line, or graph paper- 

ART DIRECTORS-AD- letter 
fits any budget and assures 
fast delivery. Ask your art 
studio to set your next job 
in AD-letter. 
ARTISTS—ART STUDIOS— 
AD-letter’s superior quality 
and quick assembly makes 
it possible to bill at top 
hourly rates at lowest cost. 

if your art supply dealer cannot supply you, write or 
phone Arthur Brown & Bro., Inc., 2 West 46th St., New 
York 36,N.Y.,CO 57100 or AD-letter, 3321/2 S.La Brea, 
los Angeles 36, Calif., WE 31131 or AD-letter, 159 E. 
Chicago Ave., Chicago 11, II!., WH 32424. 
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our door 
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ready for 
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PITT STUDIOS 

in Pittsburgh 
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booknotes 

CATALOGUE OF COLOUR REPRODUCTIONS OF 
PAINTINGS PRIOR TO 1860. UNESCO. Inter- 

tional D ts Service, Columbia Univer- 
sity Press. $3.50. 

In English, French and Spanish, con- 
tains only reproductions that are sold 
separately. Sources and prices. Is a 
guide to where reprints can be obtained. 
This is a third edition and covers a 
vast amouut of material, 200 reproduc- 
tions of painting representing all count- 
ries and all periods. Printers, publishers 
and arti‘ts are indexed. 

FLOWER PAINTING IN WATER COLOUR. Mar- 
cella Smith. Pitman. $3.25. 

Each step, from selection of paper to 
the importance of background, is ex- 
plained by an experienced British wa- 
ter colorist and specialist in flower 
painting. Should prove excellent for 
amateur painters. 12 plates, color and 
black and white. 

DESIGNING FOR INDUSTRY, Some Aspects of 
the Product Designer's Work. By F. C. Ashford, 
M.S.1.A. Philosophical Library. $7.50. 

Gives the newcomer to product design- 
ing a complete picture of the business. 
A consultant in private practice and 
formerly a member of Raymond Loewy’s 
London office, Mr. Ashford has taken 
the trouble to illustrate his themes with 
a variety of practical examples. Prob- 
lems in every field are explained in a 
step-by-step manner, illustrated by work- 
ing sketches and action photographs. A 
bibliography and thorough index are 
valuable aids. 

DICTIONARY OF ARTS AND CRAFTS. Edited by 
John lL. Stoutenburgh, Jr. Philosophical Li- 
brary. $6. 

Short explanations of terms and meth- 
ods in the broad field of arts and crafts 
by an instructor in the department of 
public Instruction at the American Mu- 
seum of Natural History. 

THE CHANGING FORMS OF ART. Patrick Her- 
on. MacMillan. $5.75. 

The art critic of The New Statesman 
and Nation in his first book has com- 
piled essays, articles and radio scripts 
he has written since 1945, compiled in 
the sense that several pieces on one sub- 
ject have been blended into one when- 
ever possible. Although the main theme 
is contemporary painting in England 
and France, there is also a summary of 
modern sculpture, architecture and pot- 
tery, notes on the rearranged material, 
an index and 16 pages of plates. 

takes the “WORK” 

out of ARTWORK 
ENLARGE OR REDUCE WITH 
AMAZING CLARITY and SPEED 

the i 

te 
projects ANY type of copy 
DIRECTLY onto ANY surface 

A money and time saver for illustrators, layout 
men, designers etc. Speeds up scaling, “drop- 
ping in’ of elements. Render “finishes” in 
fraction of usual time! Eliminates costly stats. 

art projector 

The totally dark 

is an integral 

part of 
GRAFIKON: an & 
exclusive feature ! 

by) 

Priced MUCH 
lower than any 
other large 
projector. 

SEE YOUR DEALER 

OP lat 

write for Folder to 

Los Angeles 46, California 

- of aotsnppty ta are abd 

QUALITY 
ART MATERIALS 

25 WEST 45th STREET 
NEW YORK 36, N.Y. 
CIRCLE 5-6600 

COLOR RETOUCHING 

FLEXICHROMES 

GEORGE E. WILDNER 
MURRAY HILL 3-5341 

Color Pix for Adv. In stock: 200,000 
fine color transparencies for advertising— 
all subjects by top U.S. photographers. 
Exclusive or non-exclusive use. FPG, 

62 W. 45th St., N.Y.C. 36, MU. 7-0045. 
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PRODUCTS FOR THE 

ADVERTISING ARTIST 

New! ‘Storyboard’ 
TV Pad —for full-size 

visuals! 
Here's ovr brand new 
TV storyboard pad that 
allows you to make vis- 
vals of TV scripts in big 
5 x 7” panels. Each page has 4 large video and 
audio panels against a 70% gray background. 
Each segment is perforated so that when the TV 
show has been visualized on the pad, the per- 
forated segments can be taken apart and bound 
to form a complete TV storyboard or presentation. 
Size 14 x 17”. 200 Segment to the pad. 
No. 72C—TV STORYBOARD PAD $2.50 ea. 

The Copi-Counter 
Just roll it over your copy 
— it counts while it roils! 
THIS LITTLE DOUBLE-DIAL 
indicator, graduated’ in 
inches and picas on one 
side and inches and agates 
on the other side, is the 
new time saving  instru- 
ment for rapid counting of 
typed manuscript lines, 

measuring columns of type, galley cuts or other 
dimensions of type. In operation, the wheel is run 
up the pages or columns and the length in inches 
or total number of typed lines is indicated on the 
dial. A time saver for typesetting, by quickly 
estimating the total character count, from which 
the number of typed lines can be determined. 
THE COPI-COUNTER $4.95 

Write on your letterhead for 
200-page catalogue of art sup- 
lies. “An Encyclopedia of Ar- 
ists Materials” 

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO. 
NEW YORK 2 WEST 46th ST 

SAVE 

TIME... MONEY 

with the NEW 

CauolTak|° 

Hand 

and 

TYPE 

alphabets 

@ Printed clear, sharp, block 
on cleor ith back 

For FREE somple and brochure; Ask 
your ort supply deoler or write . . . 

CELLO-TAK LETTERING 
131 West 45th St., Dept. B—New York 36, N.Y. 

Ralph Manke Color Labo. 

e Carbro 

e Dye Transfer 

e Colorstats 

e Flexichrome 

344 East 49 EL 5-6740 
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booknotes 

SEVENTH ANNUAL OF ADVERTISING AND 
EDITORIGL ART. The Art Directors Club, To- 
ronto. Burns & MacEachern, Toronto. Skira, 
Inc. $6.50. 

A representation of Canadian graphic 
art, contains the complete 1955 Toronto 
Art Directors’ Show. Indices to adver- 
tisers represented, artists, art directors. 
and publications. Eighteen divisions 
were covered, from newspaper small ads 
to point-of-sale, posters and television. 

PACKAGE DESIGN. Milner Gray, R.D.I., F.S.LA. 
The Studio Publications. $6.95. 

Covers design from every angle imagin- 
able. From principles to techniques, in- 
cluding articles on materials by special- 
ists in the field. It delves into the ad- 
vertising-merchandising art field, cov- 
ering points important to beginning 
students and old hands alike. A biblio- 
graphy and indices to text, manufac- 
turers and designers add to this book’s 
value. 

THE EYE OF MAN, Form and Content in 
Western Painting. Selden Rodman. Devin-Adair. 
$10. 

A serious book on artists-as individuals 
and on art as related to the whole social 
fabric. Sure to cause much and violent 
discussion in fine art circles as Rodman 
takes his usual firm stand on the side of 
humanism. No advertising or other 
form of commercial art is touched. 100 
illustrations of famous paintings, and 
an index of artists. The publishers in- 
clude audience reaction cards. 

AMERICAN HERITAGE, The Magazine of History 
February 1956. American Heritage, $2.95. 

Washington and Lincoln setting the 
key for this issue, the February copy 
deals with Americana until the turn of 
the century. A number of sketches by 
Connecticut artist Eric Sloane of stand- 
ing reminders of the American past, 
from his book, Our Vanishing Land- 
scape are included. Liberal sprinkling 
of color plates and black and whites. 

JUBILEE CATALOG. Harold M. Lambert Studios, 
2801 W. Cheltenham Ave., Philadelphia 50, 
Pa. $2. 

Comprehensive catalog of stock photo- 
graphs, durably bound and covered, in- 
dexed. A cross-section of the Lambert 
library, the catalog lists and photo- 
graphs subjects from babies to money. 
Lambert's has over 300,000 stock photo- 
graphs. e 

X16100 . . . One of the thousands 
of pictures from our stock library. 

ONE OF THE MANY 
SITUATION PICTURES FROM 

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD 
ILLUSTRATION STUDIOS INC. 

Send $2.00 for 10th Edition Catalog 
(in N. Y. C. add 3% Sales Tax) 

646 North Michigan Ave- 
Chicago 11, Illinois 

319 East 44 Street 
New York 17, N. Y. 
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bookshelf 

The bookshelf makes it easy for readers 

to buy, at list price, the best books of current interest 

to the art professional and advertising manager. 

ANNUALS 
110. Penrose Annual 1955. Edited by R. B. Fish- 

enden. Technical articles on new graphic 
arts techniques and materials, typography, art, 
lettering, reproduction.. Illustrations show iitho- 
graphs, posters, examples of typography and 
layout,.art and illustrations. There are 23 inserts 
of letterheads, book and publication covers and 
pages, menus, Bible pages. $8.50. 

122. 34th Annual of Advertising and Editorial 
Art and Design. All winners in the national 

exhibition held in 1955 by the New York Art Direc- 
tors Club. Best work from coast to coast appear- 
ing in ali media. Source of inspiration and ideas 
for the AD. More than 400 pieces. $12.50. 

127. International Poster Annual, 1956. Edited 
by Arthur Nigli. 500 outstanding posters by 

top artists from 23 countries. Also, articles on 
poster art in Japan, Germany, Copenhagen. 
This is a highly respected record of the best in 
poster art and should be in the annual file of 
AD and artist. $10.95. 

130. Seventh Annual of Advertising and Edi- 
torial Art. The Art Directors Club, Toronto. 

Burns & MacEachern, Toronto. The complete 1955 
Toronto Art Directors’ Show, a wide representa- 
tion of Canadian graphic art. Indices to adver- 
tisers represented, artists, art directors and 
publications. $6.50. 

COPYFITTING 
42. Streamlined Copy-fitting. Arthur B. Lee. 

1954-55 edition of this manual, now 64 
pages, contains character count for more than 
1450 faces, including caps and small caps. All 
necessary scales are on one master guage. $5.95. 

DISPLAYS 
100. Point of Purchase Cardboard Displays by 

Victor Strauss. A definitive work written in 
the practical language of buyer and printer. 867 
illustrations aid in planning and constructing dis- 
plays of many different types. Clear, concise data 
and directions serve as a rich mine of display 
ideas for the buyer. $15.00. 

LAYOUT 
87. Advertising Layout. William Longyear. An 

informative and stimulating explanation on 
how to create ad layouts that make people stop, 
look and read. Illustrations are from best current 
practice. Discusses layout problems for each 
media. $6.50. 

102. Layout File by Harry 8. Coffin. Idea start- 
ers for the designer, advertiser and buyer 

of printing. There are 1,333 sketches to illustrate 
some of the layout styles that might be used for 
mailings, catalogs, folders, posters, displays, etc. 
Reprinted from American Printer. $2.00. 

107. 101 Usable Publication Layouts by Butler, 
Likeness & Kordek. Practical handbook on 

publication layout with 101 illustrations of single 
page layout situations and problems, with and 
without illustrations. Each is evaluated briefly 
$3.75. 

126. Practical Handbook on Double-Spreads in 
Publication Layout by Butler, Likeness and 

Kordek. Fourth in a series of handbooks on pub- 
lication layout. Illustrates and discusses prob- 
lems and techniques in double-spread layouts. 
92 pages. Paper back. $3.75. 

LETTERING, CALLIGRAPHY 

96. 101 Alphabets by Hunt & Hunt. Manual of 
lettering styles showing more than 100 styles 

ranging from Roman to modern. $3.75. 

109. The Universal Penman. George Bickham. 
Facsimile reproduction of 1743 edition of 

penmanship, flourishes and calligraphic styles 
engraved by George Bickham, 18th century master. 
212 plates. Wealth of design ideas. $8.50. 

PRODUCTION 

101. The Technique of Advertising Production. 
Thomas Blaine Stanley. Second Edition. 

Up-to-date revision of a basic text which is 
packed with practical data, charts, diagrams 
and tables. A good reference book for both 
the student and art and production personnel. 
Indexed. $6.75. 

118. Color by Overprinting by Donald E. 
Cooke. This is a complete guidebook in 

the art and printing techniques employing trans- 
parent inks in multiple combinations. It is illus- 
trated with 495 three- and four-color groupings 
of eleven basic inks plus 44 pages of pictorial 
application of the medium. It is fully annotated 
for reference of artists, printers, engravers, art 
directors and editors in the book, magazine, 
advertising and graphic arts field. $25. 

SWIPE FILES 

123. Idea Art is a portfolio containing over 100 
original illustrations reody for use. It is a 

storehouse of ideas and art ready for reproduc- 
tion. Each 9 x 12 page (Kromkote stock) consists of 
several copy lines illustrated with a sharp line 
drawing which retains its quality when reduced for 
smaller space ads. Art styles are fresh and varied 
in a light vein. The portfolio has a plastic ring 
binder. Beginning in March monthly supplements 
of 40 pieces of original art will be issued for $10. 
Portfolio is $25. 

ART DIRECTION 
43 E. 49th Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

31 42 79 87 % 
113 118 119 122 123 
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TELEVISION 

31. Designing for TV, Robert J. Wade. Text 
plus 200 illustrations tell TV artist about 

scenic design, art direction; title and graphics, 
makeup, costuming, preparing for production, 
commercials, story-boards, and staging. $8.50. 

119. The Animated Film, by Roger Manvell. 
Explores the art and technique of anima- 

tion of the full-length drawn film. After a brief 
history of animated film, author explains and 
illustrates the various phases of production of 
“Animal Farm''—from art to layout to tracing to 
camera, editing and sound. Use of storyboards, 
the workbook, the tension chart and other ele- 
ments of drawn film preparation are shown and 
explained. $3.50. 

GENERAL 

79. Commercial Art as a Business. Fred C. 
Rodewald. Handbook for artists, art buyers 

and artists’ representatives. Defines problems of 
time, written orders, breaking down a job into 
logical steps, deadlines, model and prop fees 
and other factors that are a source of friction 
between artist and buyer. Legal aspects are 
explained, financing, bookkeeping and tax mat- 
ters discussed. Markets for commercial artwork 
and tips on selling are offered. Includes the 
Code of Fair Practices of the Joint Ethics Com- 
mittee and the code of ethics of the American 
Association of Advertising Agencies. $2.95. 

113. Creative Advertising. Charles L. Whittier. 
Covers selection of media, art, production, 

research, marketing and writing of the ad. 600 
pages, fully indexed—a readable encyclopedic 
treatment of advertising. $8.50. 

125. The Human Figure in Motion. by Eadweard 
Muybridge. Thesaurus of human action. 5000 

action photographs showing 163 different types of 
human action. Most are from 3 angles, with as 
many as 48 timed-interval shots per action, some 
taken at speeds of 1/6,000th second. $10. 

128. The Eyes of Man. Form and Content in 
Western Painting. Selden Rodman. Rodman 

advocates humanism in art. A serious book on 
artists and art as related to the social scene. 
100 illustrations, index of artists. $10. 

129. Package Design. Milner Gray, R.D.|I., 
F.S.1.A. Covers design from principles to 

Please send me, postpaid, the books corresponding to numbers circled below. 

techniques, including articles on materials by 
specialists. Bibliography and indices to text, 
manufacturers and designers. $6.95. 

Amt. Encl. $ 

100 101 102 107 109 110 
125 126 127 128 129 130 

All orders shipped postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. Add 3% sales tax with orders for 
New York City delivery. Payment must be made with order. 

Firm 

Address 

City Zone. State 
If you want a book not listed, send your order and we will try to get it for you. 



WORK EVER OFFERED ON 

THE HUMAN FIGURE 

IN MOTION 

by Eadweard Muybridge 

4789 pictures! 5438 subjects! 

Now first available at a reasonable price, the largest, 
most comprehensive thesaurus of human action ever 
published! A_ definitive selection of plates from the 
world-famous Muybridge collection! This deluxe volume 
illustrates over 163 major types of action, including 

man walking downstairs child with doll 
athlete vaulting fat woman sitting 
woman with basket woman rising 
men boxing young woman dressing 
young woman bathing young men wrestling 

and 153 other types of action, with a special sequence 
of tradesmen at work (carpenters, smiths, hodcarriers, 
reapers, etc.) and disabled persons walking, climbing 
into chairs, etc. Almost all pictures are undraped, and 
taken against ruled backgrounds from 3 angles: 90°, 
60°, and rear! 

These are not posed shots, but true action photo- 
graphs, stopped in series, at exposure speeds as high 
as 1/6000th of a second. Nor are they isolated photos! 
Each action is illustrated in series—as many as 62 shots 
per action! You will discover among these wonderful 
photographs almost any action that you might wish to 
use, illustrated to perfection! More varied, cheaper, 
more convenient than a filing system; better for true 
action, cheaper than a living model! 

ARTISTS! STUDENTS! MOST USEFUL STUDY, REFERENCE 

Illustrations in this advertisement 
are reduced in size and in no way 
compare either in quality or variety 
with those in the book. 

YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN HUMAN 
MOTION! 

You will discover, as did Muy- 
bridge’s great contemporaries—Meis- 
sonier, Eakins, Remington—that you 
have never really seen human bone 
and muscle in action! You will now 
see the curling of toes during walk- 
ing, the shift of gravity centers of the 
body while walking with a weight, 
and dozens of other aspects of motion 
inaccessible to introspection or naked- 
eye vision! 

UNMATCHABLE TODAY! 
These world-famous Muybridge photo- 
graphs could not be bettered today! 
Muybridge was a photographer of 
genius; he spent 3 years at the U. of 
Pennsylvania, over 100,000 exposures, 
and around $50,000, with a remarkable 
series of models of all ages, physiques 
and occupations. ARTISTS, TEACHERS, 
STUDENTS will find this volume an in- 
dispensable lifetime reference work! 

SUPPLY LIMITED! 
Special deluxe edition limited to only 
3000 copies! High quality paper; 
heavy durable black cloth; weight 
4 Ib.; headed; stained top; 3 color 
wrapper. Almost all plates original 
size, with all original detail and 
clarity! 

Selection of plates made by Alex 
Domonkos, Head, Instruction Dept., 
FAMOUS ARTISTS SCHOOL, and Dr. Wal- 
lace Green, Diplomate of the Ameri- 
can Board of Orthopedic Surgery. 

THE HUMAN FIGURE IN MO- 
TION, photographed by Eadweard 
Muybridge. Historical, biographical 
introduction by Prof. R. Taft; notes. 
4789 photos, 5348 subjects. xvii 390 pp. 
7% x 105%. Clothbound, $10.00 

“A really marvellous series of 
plates,"” NATURE (London). 
“The dry plate’s most spectacular 
early use was by Eadweard Muy- 
bridge,”’ LIFE. 
“You have done a great service in 
making available the original Muy- 
bridge material,"’ Beaumont New- 
hall, Curator, George Eastman 
House. 
“Wonderful photography . . . ar- 
tistic cireles . . . are greatly inter- 
ested,” THE TIMES (london). 
“Remains to this day the most 
comprehensive publication of its 
kind,” HISTORY OF PHOTOG- 
RAPHY, H. & S. Gernsheim 
(1955). 
“Of inestimable value to every fig- 
ure painter and illustrator,’’ Nor- 
man Kent, n.a. 

Dept. 66, Dover Publications, Inc., 920 Broadway, N.Y. 10, N.Y. 
.... copies of THE HUMAN FIGURE IN MO- 

TION photographed by Eadweard Muybridge, at $10.00 each. I 
in total payment. (Payment in full must ac- 

company all orders except from libraries or public institutions.) 

Please send me 

am enclosing $...... 

Guarantee: Dover Publications unconditionally guarantees your satisfaction with this 
book. If you are dissatisfied with it for any reason whatever, you may return it 
within 30 days, for full and immediate cash refund. 
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eighteen 

good 

reasons 

to choose 

LaDriere 

this year 

The fifteen 

automobile artists, 

shown on the left, 

again this year 

are your assurance 

of the best in quality 

and dependability 

No other studio, 

for the past 28 years, 

has been able to match 

La Driere’s enviable 

performance in 

automobile catalog and 

announcement art 

. 

kar! anderson 

LaDRIERE STUDIOS, INC. 

1700 cadillac tower, detroit 26, mich. 

“eames? headquarters for 
quality automobile art 

for over 28 years 

don whitney 



to have your firm listed call Plaza 9-7722 

ART MATERIALS 
Concord Artists Materials 
Everything for the artist, prompt service 
184 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C. LE 2-3740, 3799 

M. M. Michaels Co. 
Make it Michaels in art and drafting supplies. 
7 West 44th St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. MU 2-4369 

N. Y. Central Supply Co. 
Complete stock * Prompt service 
62 - 3rd Avenue, nr. 11th St., N.¥.C. GR 3-5390 

COLORSTATS 
Ralph Marks Color Labs 
Low cost, full color reproductions 
transparencies and opaque copy. 
344 E. 49 St., N.Y. C. 17 

from color 

EL 5-6740 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
Bearman Personnel Service 
Specializing in photographic personnel 
115 W. 42 St., NYC BR 9-8474-5 

HISTORICAL PRINTS 
The Bettmann Archive 
Old time illustrations on any subject. Events, In- 
dustries, Fashion, Decors. Ask for folder 6A. 
215 E. 57th St., N. Y. 22 PL 8-0362 

MECHANICALS 
Alfred Henry 
Speed © Accuracy * Dependability 
7 West 44th St., N. Y. C. MU 2-5679-5680 

PHOTO SERVICES—COLOR 
Colorsemblies, Inc. 
Ektas assembled, retouched, duplicated 
112 W. 48 St., N. Y. 36 PL 7-7777 

Robert Crandall Associates, Inc. 
Multiple color units photocomposed and assem- 
bled. We guarantee our color duplicates. 
58 W. 47 St., N. Y. C. 36 Cl 7-7377 

Custom Film Lab 
Color filmstrips, slides, from artwork and trans- 
parencies. Price list on request. 
1780 Broadway, N. Y. C. 19 

Kurshan & Lang Color Service 
24 Hour Custom Ektachrome processing 
Duplicating & Dye Transfer Prints 
10 E. 46th St., N. Y. 17 

Circle 5-4830 

MU 7-2595 

PHOTO SERVICES—B&aW 
Modernage Photo Services 
319 East 44 Street, New York, N. Y. 
Prints for reproduction in grey-scales to meet 
exacting requirements of all printing processes 
@ Developing and printing for magazines and 

industry 
@ Copying of artwork 
@ Commercial photography; studio available by 

hour and day 
Call Ralph Baum LExington 2-4052 

REFERENCE PICTURE CLIPPINGS 
Reference-Pictures, Inc. 
We have clipped and filed over a million pictures 
from magazines and books on any and every 
SUBJECT, MOOD or SITUATION, of every period, 
in color and black and white. Every picture has 
been selected by an Art Director for use by Art 
Directors to stat or paste in layouts and compre- 
hensives and by Artists as reference for drawings. 
Supplied on a rental basis for a small fee. Im- 
mediate delivery. 
104 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 11 CHelsea 2-9535 

84 

RETOUCHING 
Robert Crandall Associates, Inc. 
Color correction and retouching through use of 
optics, chemistry and dyes. Retouching as the 
engraver likes it. 
58 W. 47 St., N. Y¥. C. 36 Cl 7-7377 

Davis * Ganes 
Color Correction and Retouching of 
Transparencies, Dye Transfers & Carbros. 
Flexichrome Coloring 
516 Sth Ave., N. Y. 1 MUrray Hill 7-6537 

Horstmann & Riehle 
Black & White, Industrial & Flexichromes 
18 East 41st Street, N. Y. C. MU 5-7258 

Max Jaikin 
Color Transparency Retouching and Assembly 
58 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19 Cl 6-8712-3 

Tulio Martin Studios 
Transparencies 
58 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19 Cl 5-6489 

Rhina Studios 
Transparency retouching 
201 East 38th St., N.Y.C. LE 2-6125* 

Richard E. Stein 
Black & white retouching 
370 Lexington Ave., N.Y.C. MU 3-4245 

Frank Van Steen 
Color Retouching. 
370 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C. LE 2-6515 

Donald Van Vort 
Flexichrome, Dye Transfer, Carbro and B&W 
359 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C. MU 5-3788 

SALES PRESENTATIONS 
Wiener Studio 
Charts * Posters * Slides * Hand Lettering 
12 East 37 St., N. Y. C. MU 6-0656 

SILK SCREEN PROCESS 
Jaysee Display Advertising, Inc. 
Quality reproduction. Posters and displays. 
12 E. 12th St., N. Y. 3 OR 5-7280 

Masta Displays Inc. 
20 years leadership in silk screened 
posters and displays 
230 W. 17th St., N. Y. C. CH 2-3717 

STOCK PHOTOS 
Photo-library, Inc. 
For hard-to-find color stock photographs. 
19 E. 57 Street, N. Y. 2 Plaza 3-3112 

Underwood & Underwood News Photos Inc. 
3,000,000 photos on all subjects: Historic, Per- 
sonalities, Industrial, Geographical, etc. Send for 
our free listing. 
3 W. 46th St., N. Y¥. 36 JUdson 6-5910 

TELEVISION SERVICES 
National Studios 
Hot Press, Slides, Telops, Animatics, etc. 
145 W. 45th St., NY 36, NY JUdson 2-1926 

TYPOGRAPHY 
The Composing Room, Inc. 
Advertising Typographers 
130 W. 46 St., N. Y. JUdson 2-0100 

SERVICES 
Ways’ Standard Viewers 
For viewing color in transparencies correctly 
William P. Way Chappaqua, N. Y. 

call Plaza 9-7722 

SEEKING ART DIRECTOR, agency exp. pref., fo 
studio partnership with individual controlling 
natl. advertisers & 4A agency accounts. Box 501 
ART DIRECTION, 43 E. 49 St., NYC 17. 

ARTIST, PHOTO RETOUCHING, b/w, freelance 
top accts., seeks new accts. to fill out schedule 
Irving Stein, R. 207, Hotel Martinique, 49 W. 32 
NYC 1, PE 6-3800, ext. 207. 
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Bruno Junker 
PHONE: MU 7-3572, N.Y. 

GER E = 

16 west 45 street, new york 19, n.y. 

photo retouching and advertising art 

leonard forray 
PRESIDENT mu 7-4150 

art personnel 

—HIRING ARTISTS? 

call “The Art Unit’ or 7-9100 

New York State Employment Service 
119 Fifth Ave. New York 3, N .Y. 

A specialized placement service 
for both employers and applicants in 

the field of commercial art. 

NO FEE CHARGED TO ANYONE 


